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Abstract
Isocyanides or isonitriles are a group of organic molecules which were first
synthesized by Liecke in the middle of the 19th century.1 Even though their unique
reactivity and similarity to common building blocks and organometallic ligands their
chemistry is underdeveloped due to undesirable properties and complicated
synthetic procedures.2, 3 This work focusses on the investigation of substitution
effects on the electronic structure of the free isocyanide ligand as well as their
influence on the properties molybdenum(0) complexes. A computational analysis
of the free ligands revealed that while the structure of the molecular orbitals cannot
be altered significantly by mildly donating or withdrawing groups strongly donating
or withdrawing groups were able to polarize the LUMO. An analysis of the orbital
energies showed that the π-acidity is only increased when a nitro-group is in paraposition relative to the isocyanide, the remaining functional groups failed to record
a distinct trend. On the other hand, the HOMO and HOMO-2/-3 orbitals which are
important for the donation of electrons from the ligand to the metal follow a trend
similar to the one observed in the structure of the LUMOs where only strongly
directing functional groups showed a significant influence on the structure. In the
following the influence of the para-substituent on the properties of three different
molybdenum(0) complexes was analyzed. Compounds based on molybdenum
pentacarbonyl showed small differences over a wide range of substituents
independent from their influence on the π-system. Only the strongly donating N,
N-dimethylamino substituent was able to alter the electronic structure by lowering
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the first oxidation potential by 250 mV indicating an increased electron density on
the metal center. While those results showed that the influence on the electronic
structure of an electron deficient metal center was limited a second electron-rich
system based on Mo(dppe)2(N2)2 was analyzed. While experimental data was
limited to a single X-ray diffraction structure it suggested a strong metal-ligand
interaction as indicated by a relatively short metal-carbon bond as well as a
decrease in the C-N-C-bond angle. This was confirmed by computational models
which showed that the electron density between the molybdenum center and the
two axial ligands was susceptible to the nature of the para-substituent of the aryl
isocyanide. Overall, it was shown that isocyanide ligands cannot match the πacceptor capability of carbon monoxide to significantly alter the electron density on
the metal center of a pentacarbonyl complex but their π-acidity can be altered by
the para-substituent to a degree where computational models suggested a change
in ligand-metal-interaction in an electron-rich complex.
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Chapter I: General considerations about the isocyanide ligand
1.1 Introduction
Isocyanides or isonitriles were first synthesized and successfully isolated by
Liecke in 1859.1 (Figure 1-1) While Hofmann and Cahours were the first ones to
carry out this reaction they did not yield a sufficient amount of product for proper
analysis.2 Even though Liecke obtained enough material for preliminary testing the
difference between nitriles and isonitriles was not discovered until 1867 when
Gautier determined their identity.3 All of those experiments were carried out by
reacting silver cyanide (2) with an alkyl iodide (1) yielding the respective isocyanide
(3). While other cyanides yield the corresponding nitrile, the silver cation is tightly
bound to the carbon atom leaving the nitrogen atom as the only nucleophile.
Already in those early stages some disadvantages of isocyanide synthesis became
apparent requiring toxic silver cyanide yielding products with an unpleasant odor.
Those factors caused many people to abandon their research on this field early
on.1 Nowadays, this method even though it was the first one developed is of little
importance and only experienced few changes. The only noticeable modification
making it an attractive alternative for some applications was made by Songstad et
al.. In an effort to reduce the amount of silver cyanide necessary for the synthesis
of the isocyano group, they used a stochiometric amount of potassium and silver
cyanide along with a phase transfer catalyst to obtain a series of alkyl isonitriles
from the respective bromides.4 While this reaction is not commonly employed
nowadays there are several other pathways to access the isocyano functionality.
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The first one, originally described by Hofmann was developed to determine
the presence of primary amines(4). (Figure 1-1) Therefore, chloroform(5) and a
strong base(6), like sodium or potassium hydroxide, are reacted with the
corresponding primary amine. In the first step, dichlorocarbene is generated in situ
which then reacts with the nitrogen lone pair. After the loss of 2 equivalents of HCl
the respective isocyanide is formed(7).5 While the route first described by Liecke
has a limited scope and is therefore of low interest nowadays the Hofmann
isocyanide synthesis is still subject to further improvement. One of those is the
application of phase transfer catalysts which was first described by Gockel et al. in
1976.

While

the

original

reaction

remained

unchanged

the

use

of

benzyltriethylammonium chloride showed a significant increase in yield along with
a wide reaction scope. Both aromatic and aliphatic isocyanides were successfully
obtained and the application of bromoform instead of chloroform gave access to
methyl and ethyl isocyanide through this route for the first time. 6 The latest
developments in this reaction move towards the reduction of hazardous reagents
required during the synthesis of isonitriles. Porcheddu et al. showed that while the
reaction time played a minor role in this reaction, it is dependent on the substrate,
type of base and its amount. In an attempt to obtain the free isocyanide via a neat
reaction between chloroform and several anilines they showed that while sodium
and potassium hydroxide gave the best yields in part exceeding the ones obtained
by the assistance of a phase transfer catalysts the use of calcium hydroxide or
group 1 carbonates gave significantly lower yields. This could be explained by the
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difference in base strength as the first step of the reaction requires an efficient
deprotonation of chloroform to generate dichlorocarbene. The second limiting
factor was found to be the concentration of the base. Sodium hydroxide was used
as a benchmark to draw this conclusion. While a small excess of base yielded the
desired product an increase from 5 to 25 equivalents of base led to a significant
increase in the obtained yield again highlighting the influence of the present base.
Though this reaction showed promise its limited substrate scope was a
disadvantage. First of all, it proved to have a strong dependency on the substitution
pattern of the aromatic ring. While electron rich π-systems generated by the
presence of one or multiple donating substituents like methyl or methoxy groups
gave high yields strongly withdrawing functionalities caused a decrease in the
amount of product. This could be explained by the influence of the substituent on
the electron density on the amino group and thereby its nucleophilicity. Another
drawback was that while anilines could readily be converted benzyl amines yielded
the respective aldehydes.7
The third and nowadays most commonly employed route was discovered
by Ugi et al. in 1958.8 (Figure 1-1) To obtain the isocyanide (11) via this pathway
first the corresponding formamide (8) is synthesized from the primary amine which
is then reacted with a strong dehydrating (9) agent like phosgene or phosphoryl
chloride in the presence of an organic base like triethyl amine (10). While
phosphoryl chloride was the first dehydrating agent to be used for this purpose
nowadays, there is a wide variety of reagents with the most common ones
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including triphosgene and Burgess’ reagent.9, 10 In difference to the two pathways
described before this route shows the biggest versatility by successfully converting
aromatic, aliphatic and benzylic formamides to the respective isonitriles. Like in
case of the the Hofmann route there have been efforts in the past couple of years
to limit the use of highly reactive chemicals. One example which should be
highlighted in this regard was developed by Luo et al.. In an effort to eliminate the
use of an aggressive dehydrating agent they successfully obtained a variety of
alkyl and aryl isocyanides from the respective formamides using a combination
triphenylphosphine and iodine in the presence of triethyl amine. After purification
this reaction yielded the isonitriles in excellent yields. The reaction showed no
sensitivity towards functional groups making it a viable option for further
development.11
Besides those three common pathways two additional routes to access
isonitriles are known. The first group of reactions requires the presence of a
benzylic or tertiary alcohol (12) to convert them into the respective isocyanide
using trimethylsilyl cyanide (13) and a Lewis acid (14). First described by Tada et
al., they showed that tertiary alcohols upon reaction with zinc halides and
trimethylsilyl cyanide yield the corresponding isonitrile (15) in good yields.
(Figure 1-1) While a chiral starting material yielded a racemic mixture indicating
an SN1 type of reaction the counterion also played an important role. The heavier
halides, bromide and iodide, afforded high yields but the lighter group 17 anions
gave a significant amount of byproduct or yielded no product at all. 12 As this
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method was limited to tertiary alcohols it was further developed within the next
several years. Shenvi et al. confirmed that scandium triflate could be used as a
Lewis acid catalyst as well. They managed to extend the scope of this reaction by
substituting tertiary esters for an isonitrile group.13 As both methods required the
assistance of a metal catalyst the development of a metal free route became of
interest. The first successful metal free conversion of an alcohol to an isocyanide
was described by Kitano et al.. Using a multistep process, they were able to obtain
various alkyl isocyanides in a one-pot synthesis. In a first step, the alcohol was
reacted with methyl sulfonic acid and trimethylsilyl cyanide followed by a
neutralization using an access of triethyl amine. The final product was obtained
after dehydration with tosyl chloride in the presence of pyridine. While the overall
reaction proved to be useful for the synthesis of alkyl and benzyl isocyanides the
substitution pattern of the phenyl group influenced the outcome of the reaction.
Electron withdrawing substituents like a nitro-group yielded formates instead of the
desired isonitrile more electron rich aromatic rings caused the formation of the
respective isocyanides in mediocre yields.14
The last example for the synthesis of isocyanides was first described by
Pirrung et al. in 2006. (Figure 1-1) When oxazoles (16) are deprotonated by nbutyl lithium (17) the formed closed ring anion is in an equilibrium with the open
ring alkoxylate carrying an isocyanide functionality (18). They successfully
converted a series of oxazoles into the corresponding isocyanides. The alkoxide
was reacted with acid chlorides to trap the isocyanide. The resulting products were
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successfully employed as a starting point for a series of Ugi reactions. When
reacted with benzyl amine, acetic acid and isobutyryl aldehyde it yielded the
corresponding Ugi product which upon acid hydrolysis in methanol converted the
amide into an ester.15

Figure 1- 1: Synthetic routes for free isocyanides
While the routes shown in Figure 1-1 are suitable for the synthesis of free
isonitriles the isocyano group due to its structure is a popular ligand in
organometallic chemistry as well. Most complexes are obtained through the
reaction of a precursor with a labile ligand like a solvent molecule which is then
exchanged by a reaction with the free isocyanide.16, 17 On the other hand there are
examples using a coordinated ligand as a suitable precursor. Those reactions offer
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some advantages over the classical routes. First of all, reactions involving free
isocyanides often suffer poor yields as the ligand exchange usually takes places
under UV radiation or at elevated temperatures to photolytically or thermally
remove the outgoing ligand. Those processes often lack selectivity and yield a
significant amount of byproducts.16,

17

Another advantage of an on-complex

synthesis is that the use and synthesis of the free isocyanide can be bypassed.
This not only shortens synthetic procedure by one step but also avoids the use of
hazardous chemicals as well as the often-unpleasant odor of free isocyanides.1
The last advantage is that for some cases the on-complex synthesis is the only
way to access the desired product.18
While there are many different reagents granting access to free isonitriles
there are two ligands which proved to be suitable precursors. The first one,
cyanide, gained interest early on as silver cyanide was employed in the synthesis
of the first isocyanide. This type of reaction requires a carbon-metal bond with a
highly covalent character to avoid the formation of the nitrile. Typically transition
metal cyanides as well as the corresponding metallates are used to serve as a
starting material. Examples include but are not limited to silver, cobalt and iron
where the respective complex (19) is reacted with an alkylating agent (20) to obtain
the isocyano complex (21).1, 19 (Figure 1-2) If desired the free isocyanide can be
obtained via the reaction with a cyanide source like hydrogen or potassium
cyanide.4 One of the first examples of this type was described Pauson et al. in
1972.

They

reacted

2

different

cyanide
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complexes

Co(cp)(CN)2

and

Fe(cp)(CN)2(CO) with various alkylating agents including benzoyl bromide and
triethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate yielding the respective di- and triisocyano
complexes. Yet, the reaction proved to be solvent dependent as the use of DMSO
gave a clean product while methanol and ethanol yielded a mixture of different
degrees of addition.19
The second type of precursor employs the closely related carbonyl ligand
as a starting point for isocyanide synthesis. First a primary amine (22) is reacted
with a second reagent in order to obtain a transfer reagent (23). Known examples
for this class of chemicals are diethyl phosphite and trimethylsilyl chloride.20, 21 In
the following step the resulting compound is deprotonated by a strong base (24)
to increase the nucleophilicity before the respective metal carbonyl is added (25).
Once the metal complex is added the amide attacks the carbon atom and in a last
step the oxygen atom is eliminated to obtain the coordinated isocyanide (26).
(Figure 1-2) The first example was published by Partis et al. in 1972 using
phosphorimines as a transfer agent to obtain Fe(CO)4(PhNC). While up to this day
this specific method was only applied in the synthesis of aromatic isonitriles other
pathways successfully installed aryl and alkyl isocyanides while preserving chiral
information present in the starting material.20-22
One last pathway which is of particular interest for the present work was
first described by Mizobe et al. in 1999. Because the reaction of Mo(dppe)2(N2)2
(27) with the free isocyanide yields a disubstituted complex a novel pathway for
the synthesis of a monosubstituted complex became necessary. Therefore, the
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precursor (27) was reacted with an excess of aromatic imines (28) to obtain the
desired compound (29). (Figure 1-2) The reaction mechanism included the
oxidative insertion into the C-H-bond of the imine group which is followed by the
reductive elimination of benzene to obtain the desired product. In difference to the
other examples of on-complex synthesis this method gave comparatively low
yields between 38 and 62% but it showed a wide substrate scope successfully
converting a wide variety of substituted aryl isocyanides along with benzylic and
alkyl analogues. The only limitation was the installation of aromatic isocyanides
with

strongly

withdrawing

para-substituents

which

caused

complex

decomposition.18

Figure 1- 2: Synthetic routes for free isocyanides
Free isocyanides are important for medical applications as well as starting
materials in organic synthesis.23 Of particular interest are reactions following the
pathways first described by Ugi and Passerini. Both reactions describe three or
four component reactions which can be carried out as a one-pot synthesis yielding
the desired product in excellent yields. The first type described is the Passerini
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reaction, discovered in 1921 it includes a carbonyl compound (30) which is reacted
with an isocyanide (31) and a carboxylic acid (32) to obtain an amide (33).24 This
reaction happens in one step and requires an acid catalyst, usually the carboxylic
acid, present in the reaction mixture to activate the carbonyl group. (Figure 1-3)

Figure 1- 3: The generic Passerini reaction

Nowadays, the Passerini reaction is of particular interest in the synthesis of
big libraries for drug testing as well as monomers for materials synthesis.
As the stereoselectivity of the Passerini reaction is hard to control the
resolution of the product is of interest. A good example for a possible approach
was described by Ostazewski et al. in 2007. They synthesized a library of amides
(37) from various aldehydes (34) and isocyanides (35) with acetic acid (36). While
the reaction itself yielded a racemic mixture of the product unsuitable for further
testing, resolution using wheat germ lipase resulted in the hydrolysis of the acetyl
ester yielding the desired enantiomer (38) in ee values between 37 and 96%. The
obtained product was further reacted with several protected amino acids to obtain
a tripeptide (39) which was used in further biological testing.25 (Figure 1-4) Over
the process of the study the influence of the different R-groups on the activity was
investigated. While all obtained products successfully inhibited the growth of two
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cell lines the selectivity for cancer cells varied strongly depending on the R-groups.
In a final test the interaction between the most efficient compound and several
different enzymes revealed that the obtained tripeptide was selective for ERK1
which is known to play an important role in the differentiation of cancer cells. 26

Figure 1- 4: Synthesis of a tripeptide from following a Passerini reaction
The second point of interest for the Passerini reaction is the synthesis of
monomeric building blocks for polymer synthesis. Due to the tolerance towards
carbon-carbon double bonds terminal alkenes can be synthesized. Meier et al.
reported the synthesis of dienes (43) via the reaction of acrylic acid (40) with a
series of different alkyl and aryl isocyanides (41) as well as aldehydes (42). While
all obtained monomers proved to be suitable for polymerization (44) only two
products showed the desired thermoresponse. When dissolved in water, ethanol
and methanol a significant change in adsorbance could be detected when the
temperature was altered making them suitable as indicators for temperature
changes. (Figure 1-5) 27
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Figure 1- 5: Synthesis of a thermoresponsive polymer
The second type of reactions worth mentioning are the ones following an
Ugi-type of mechanism. While the Passerini reaction usually includes the reaction
of 3 components in order to obtain an amide the typical Ugi-reaction requires a
fourth component. In the first step of the reaction the carbonyl compound (45) is
reacted with a primary amine or ammonia (46) to obtain the respective imine which
upon protonation reacts with the isocyanide (47). After addition of the carboxylate
(48) followed by a rearrangement a diamide is obtained (49). (Figure 1-6) While
the original Ugi reaction included 4 compounds nowadays 3 and 4-compound
reactions are common.28 In order to obtain a 3-compound reaction 2 approaches
are used nowadays. The first one includes the application of an imine as a starting
material instead of generating it in situ.29 A second pathway for a 3-compound Ugi
reaction

includes

the

use

of

a

difunctionalized

substrate

like

p-carboxybenzaldehyde.30 Like the Passerini reaction the high tolerance for
functional groups opens up the possibility to use it as a way to obtain libraries of
different compounds for drug testing. While the classical Ugi reaction uses a
carboxylic acid as a proton source and nucleophile nowadays there is a variety of
modifications using thioacids or substituted phenols.31, 32
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Figure 1- 6: The 4-compound Ugi-reaction
As many drugs possess stereochemical centers determining their activity
the development of an enantioselective Ugi reaction is of particular interest. While
there are many examples describing enantioselective Passerini-type reactions
including the application of Lewis acid catalysts during the synthesis or enzymatic
resolution of the reaction product stereocontrol during an Ugi reaction is limited to
few examples. 25, 33, 34
The first one involves the application of chiral Brönsted acids, especially
axially chiral binaphthyl derivatives. The first description of an enantioselective Ugi
reaction was described by Zhu et al. in 2009.35 Based on the work by List et al.
who showed that phosphonic acids are viable catalysts for a 3-component Ugi
reaction they used a set of axially chiral phosphoric acids (50) to obtain different
oxazoles.36 In the first step a series of para-substituted anilines (51) was reacted
with tert-butyl aldehyde (52) to obtain the imine which was reacted with an
isocyanoacetamide (53) to obtain a substituted oxazole analogue (54). Using
different phosphonic acids all yielded enatiomerically enriched products in
excellent yields between 80 and 95% with ee values of up to 90% with little
dependency on the nature of the para-substituent.35 (Figure 1-7)
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Figure 1- 7: Enantioselective Ugi reaction using axially chiral phosphoric acids
In a continuation of this work using o-carboxybenzaldehyde as a starting
material a series of cyclic imino esters was synthesized using an Ugi reaction. The
resulting products underwent a Mumm rearrangement and yielded the substituted
dihydrooxazole. The result of the reaction showed a slight dependency on the
nature of the starting material. Analogues carrying electron donating substituents
showed lower enantioselectivity than others what was explained through a control
experiment to get a closer insight into the reaction mechanism. A disubstituted
isocoumarine was synthesized and exposed to the optimized reaction conditions.
The results showed that the isomerization between the isocoumarine and the Ugi
product under the support of the phosphoric acid caused resolution as the
employment of the non-chiral starting material yielded an ee value of 88%. As more
electron rich aromatics increase the electron density on the nitrogen atom, they
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increased the reaction rate for the Mumm rearrangement which did not play a role
in setting the stereocenter.37
While these reactions used Brönsted acids there is also one example of a
Lewis acid. Wulff et al. applied a series of in situ generated BOROX clusters (55)
to control the stereochemistry of a 3-component Ugi reaction. As chiral backbones
for the catalysts a series of substitued binaphtyl and biphenantryl systems was
used. Upon optimization of the reaction conditions a series of aromatic aldehydes
(56) was reacted with dibenzylamine (57) and tert-butyl isocyanide (58) to obtain
the predicted products (59) in moderate to excellent yields in high enantiomeric
purity of up to 95%. The enenatiomeric ratio could further be increased through
crystallization yielding up to 99.5:0.5 e.r..38 (Figure 1-8)

Figure 1- 8: Enantioselective Ugi reaction using a BOROX-cluster
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The second approach known to literature is the use of the chiral pool which
describes a group of naturally available chiral materials like amino acids or sugars.
One of the first reactions of that type was developed in 1996 by Ugi et al.. Using
an in situ generated chiral imine via the reaction between an amino acid (65) and
an aldehyde (66) followed by the addition of the isocyanide (67) to the iminium
cation. After rearrangement the desired esters (68) were obtained upon reaction
with methanol. Due to the last step this can be considered a 5-center-4-reagent
reaction.39 (Figure 1-9)

Figure 1- 9: Enantioselective Ugi reaction using an amino acid
Drugs synthesized via the Ugi reaction are of interest for their anti-viral and
bacterial effects. One of the first drugs which included the application of a 4compound reaction was a synthetic pathway to access the anti-HIV-drug Crixivan.
(Figure 1-10) The diamide (73) obtained in the reaction of Boc-protected
ethylenediamine (69), dichloroacetaldehyde (70) and tert-butyl isocyanide (71) in
the presence of acetic acid (72) can serve as a precursor for the later synthesis.39
A second example for the importance of the 4-component reaction for
pharmaceutical purposes was shown by Ikeda et al.. Human Parainfluenza Virus
Type 1 can cause respiratory tract infections in children and people with weakened
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immune systems therefore the development of efficient anti-viral compounds is of
particular interest. First reported in 2013 they synthesized a small library of
functionalized dipeptides (78) and tested them for their anti-viral activity. (Figure
1-11) While the activity was determined to be lower than currently available drugs
it confirms the importance of this reaction in the synthesis of anti-viral compounds
as well as suitable drug precursors.41

Figure 1- 10: Synthesis of a Crixivan precursor through an Ugi reaction

Figure 1- 11: Synthesis of an anti-influenca agent
Besides anti-viral agents the Ugi reaction is also a versatile tool for the
production of antibiotics. One of the major problems in clinical medicine nowadays
are drug resistant bacteria strains like Staphylococcus aureus. Naphthyidinomycin
was first isolated as a natural product in 1974 and has shown antibacterial as well
as antitumor activity. While it possessed those desirable properties, it showed a
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high level of toxicity making it an interesting starting point for derivatization. There
are several synthetic routes known to access its core. The most efficient one
described in literate included an Ugi 4-component reaction in the early steps of the
reaction.42-44 (Figure 1-12) The high efficiency of multi-component reactions, with
yields often exceeding 85%, makes them a desirable starting point for natural
compound synthesis.
Another bacterial infection which caused about 1.4 million deaths in 2017 is
tuberculosis. While nowadays uncommon in first world countries, the CDC
recorded 9105 new cases in 2017, it is one of the deadliest infections in the
developing world making a cheap and efficient drug synthesis desirable to supply
the necessary medication at an affordable rate.45 In a Lewis acid catalyzed 3compound reaction between cyclopentane isocyanide (84) and 5-bromo-2aminopyridine (85) with a variety of different aromatic aldehydes (86) of 14 different
products (87) was obtained. (Figure 1-13) While many of the products did not
show significant antibacterial activity, products carrying a proton in the 3-position
caused growth inhibition making those compounds a valuable starting point for
further development.46
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Figure 1- 12: Synthesis of a Naphthyidinomycin precursor using and Ugi reaction

Figure 1- 13: Synthesis of an anti-tuberculosis drug using an Ugi reaction
Isocyanides are not only common as a free molecule but also do their
respective metal complexes play an important role in coordination chemistry and
catalysis. There are numerous examples for metals complexes containing
isocyano ligands which are capable to catalyze important processes.
One example is the use of complexes of the type NiBr2(RNC)2 (88) that with
the help of MAO as a co-catalyst are able polymerize ethylene what was first
described by Nagashima et al. in 2004. They obtained a series of complexes via
an optimized procedure reacting the free aryl isocyanides with Ni(Br) 2(dme) in
good yields. (Figure 1-14) The respective compounds were screened regarding
the influence of the substitution pattern as well as the Al/Ni ratio on the catalytic
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activity. An increased amount of MAO caused a higher reaction rate but the
substitution pattern played a more prominent role. While the addition of a parasubstituent generally lowered the activity the addition of a single aryl substituent in
ortho-position caused a significant increase in activity yielding a relatively short
polymer with a narrow weight distribution.47
Isocyanide bearing metal complexes not only play an important role in the
formation of carbon-carbon-bonds but also the activation of multiple bonds. One
example was first described by Reiser et al. in 2010.48 The Wacker process is the
formal oxidation of an alkene to the respective carbonyl compound using ambient
oxygen as an oxidant. In 2009 the annual output of products obtained through this
process was about 5.7 Mt.49, 50 This reaction typically uses PdCl2 along with a
copper co-catalyst but in this publication, they successfully showed that a
palladium (II) catalyst carrying a bridged diisocyanido ligand (89) was capable to
support the formation desired carbonyl products in excellent yields. (Figure 1-14)
The study showed that while the catalyst exhibited a wide substrate scope and
good functional group tolerance a relatively high catalyst loading was necessary
for the reaction to proceed smoothly as smaller amounts or higher temperatures
either caused catalyst decomposition or yielded the respective aldehydes as a
product of C-C-bond cleavage.48
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Figure 1- 14: The polymerization catalyst of Nagashima et al. (left) and the
Wacker catalyst by Reiser et al. (right)
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Chapter II Experimental methods
2.1 Synthetic methods
The reactions synthesizing the aromatic amides and isocyanides were
carried out under ambient atmosphere. The synthesis of the pentacarbonyl and
dppe based complexes (29a-h and 107b-h) were either carried out under standard
Schlenk-line conditions using nitrogen as inert gas or in a Vacuum Atmospheres
Company Omni-Lab 220 dry box. The reagents were purchased from Oakwood,
Matrix, Alfa Aesar, Strem, Acros and Fisher and used without further purification.
The used solvents were dried over activated 3 Å molecular sieves for at least 24 h
to avoid contamination with water.
2.2 NMR-spectroscopy
All 1H and

13C

NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Advance 500 at a

frequency of 125 MHz for carbon while the frequency for proton NMR was
500 MHz. The

19F

NMR analysis was carried out on a Bruker Advance 300 at a

frequency of 288 MHz. In all cases the residual solvent peak was used as an
internal reference for the respective sample. In proton NMR this was 7.16 ppm for
C6D6 and 7.26 ppm when the sample was dissolved in CDCl3 for carbon NMR the
reference was 77.16 ppm as all samples were measured in CDCl3. All coupling
constants reported were reported in Hz.
2.3 IR-spectroscopy
All IR-spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S spectrometer at
a resolution of 4 cm-1. The sample was measured in a KBr matrix. The KBr was
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stored in an oven at 200°C and transferred into a vacuum desiccator to cool down
to room temperature. All samples were referenced to a KBr background obtained
at the same resolution.
2.4 Cyclic voltammetry
The oxidation potentials reported in this work were recorded using a CH
Instruments 600D workstation. The analysis employed a silver reference electrode
while a gold working and tungsten counter electrode using tetrabutylammonium
hexafluorophosphate as electrolyte. All samples were prepared in a Vacuum
Atmospheres Omni Lab 220 dry box under nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent in all
cases was oxygen and moisture free dichloromethane which was purchased in a
sure seal bottle from Acros. The concentration of the analyte and ferrocene as an
internal reference was 10 µM. All oxidation potentials listed were obtained relative
to the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple.
2.5 X-ray analysis
The datasets used for the characterization of complexes 117b and 117d
were obtained through analysis using a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer equipped
with a Photon 100 LMOS detector. The dataset of compound 28d was obtained
via analysis of a single crystal mounted on a Bruker D8 Quest diffractometer with
a Photon 2 LMOS detector. All three structures were irradiated with Moα-radiation
at a wavelength of 0.71073 Å at a temperature of 100 K to reduce anisotropic
effects. The structures were solved and refined with the help of the SHELXL-2014
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suite.1 While the structure was solved using direct methods it was refined using
full-matrix-least-squares.
2.6 Computational methods
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 suite and refined
using normal convergence criteria for all compounds shown in chapters 5 while
tight convergence criteria were used for chapters 3 and 4.2 LANL2DZ was always
used for the molybdenum atom the basis sets and methods employed for the
lighter atoms were selected depending on the system size to ensure a balance
between the accuracy of the results and necessary calculation time.3 Molecular
orbitals were illustrated using GaussView 5.0 at various electron densities. 4
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Chapter III: Theoretical analysis of free aryl isocyanides
3.1 Introduction
Isocyanides are of particular interest in organometallic chemistry as they
are isoelectric to the commonly employed carbonyl ligand. As a strong π-acceptor
carbon monoxide is often used in the stabilization of low and uncommon oxidation
states.1, 2 Due to their structure isonitriles are considered to be stronger σ-donors
and weaker π-acceptors. This can be rationalized by the lower difference in
electronegativity between carbon and nitrogen relative to oxygen as well as the
presence of the usually donating organic residue on the nitrogen atom. While alkyl
isocyanides are generally considered to be better σ-bases their aromatic
analogues are thought to be stronger π-acids due to their capability to distribute
electron density within the π-system. In the case of aryl isonitriles the influence of
the substitution pattern on their electronic structure is of particular interest.
Studies investigating the correlation between the electronic structure of the
frontier molecular orbitals and the substitution of the aromatic system date back to
the late 1980’s to early 2000’s. Bennett et al. were the first ones to obtain
theoretical models using minimal and split valence basis sets confirming that aryl
isonitriles are stronger π-acids than methyl isocyanide but could not reach the
degree of π-acceptor capability of carbon monoxide.3
Based on that study Cooper et al. used the minimal basis set STO-3G to
analyze the energy of the frontier molecular orbitals. They determined that the
influence of the same substituents in ortho-position was increased in comparison
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to when substituent is para relative to the isocyano group. Regarding the
dependency on the substituents it was determined that as the functionality became
more withdrawing the HOMO and LUMO energies were lowered indicating an
increase in π-acidity while the σ-basicity is lowered.4
The latest study was carried out by Bennett et al.. Based on the change in
stereochemistry of 2 isocyanide ligands in the system W(dppe)2(RNC)2 they
carried out molecular simulations to determine the energy of the frontier molecular
orbitals. Using the 6-31G** basis set their results revealed that the relative energy
of the isonitrile LUMO is sensitive to the para-substituent present in the system
confirming the results obtained by Cooper et al..4, 5
While the relative energy of the orbitals plays an important role in the case
of organometallic complexes the structure of the frontier molecular orbitals, HOMO
and LUMO, is of interest as well. According to ligand field theory the interaction
between a metal center and its ligands can be separated into three distinct parts,
σ- and π-donation as well as π-backbonding. The first two are based on the
interaction between a filled ligand orbital with appropriate symmetry and a d-orbital
of the metal center. The ligand donates electrons, thereby increasing the electron
density on the metal. On the other hand, π-backbonding occurs when a filled dorbital donates electron density into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the
ligand containing π*-interactions.6 Those effects were first observed by Chatt in
1954 on a series of palladium alkene complexes and cannot be separated
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properly. An increased influence on the overall structure of the complex can be
observed when the relative energies of the of the interacting orbitals are similar.7
A suitable way to describe the influence of a substituent on the electron
density in aromatic systems is the so-called Hammett parameter. First described
in 1937 it correlated the influence of a substituent on the acid constant of the
respective benzoic acid analogue. The definition of the Hammett parameter can
be seen in Figure 3-1. While withdrawing substituents like a nitro-group increase
the acidity of the carboxylic acid by polarizing the O-H-bond a positive Hammett
parameter is obtained. On the other side a donating substituent like a methoxygroup stabilizes the O-H-bond causing a negative Hammett constant. While
substituted benzoic acids are the reference system it is possible to draw
conclusions out of the relative reaction rates. When the reaction rate is plotted
against the Hammett parameters the slope of the graph gives an indication about
the reaction mechanism as well as the sensitivity of the reaction towards the
substituent present.8

𝜎 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔

K(sub)
𝐾(𝐻)

Figure 3- 1: Definition of the Hammett parameter
This information can be obtained out of the slope of the line of best fit. While a
slope of 0 indicates that the present reaction does not experience substitution
effects the presence of a slope can give an indication about the sensitivity of the
observed reaction relative to benzoic acid. While a slope between 0 and 1 indicates
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that the observed reaction is less sensitive than the benzoic acid system a slope
higher than 1 indicates a larger sensitivity towards the substitution pattern of the
compound. In his original publication Hammett analyzed a total of 38 different
reactions 32 of which showed linear trends depending on the substitution pattern.
The detailed examples given in this publication included 3 reactions all of which
showed a slope higher than 1 revealing a high sensitivity towards the presence of
different substituents. Rare cases exhibit a non-linearity in their behavior which
often indicates a change of reaction mechanism.8, 9
In order to determine the influence of the para-substituent on the electron
density of the isocyanide carbon atom a literature survey of the carbon NMR shifts
was conducted. (Table 3-1) The NMR shift of an atom is dependent on several
factors including the electron density and steric bulk around it. As there is no
difference in the steric environment between the isocyanides of interest the NMR
shift can be considered as a good indicator for the electron density on this site.
According to theory when a ligand is not exposed to a strongly back bonding metal
center an increase in electron density at the respective carbon atom causes an
upfield shift.10 Literature data for the

13C

NMR suggested that with the exception

of the trifluomethyl group as the substituent became more donating the signal
corresponding to the isocyano carbon experiences an upfield shift indicating
increased electron density in this position.11-13
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R=

σp14

δ[ppm]

NO2

0.778

169.8

CF3

0.54

170.0

Cl

0.227

165.6

F

0.062

164.5

H

0

164.0

Me

-0.17

163.3

OMe

-0.268

162.6

N(Me)2

-0.83

161.2

Table 3- 1: Literature data of carbon NMR shifts
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3.2 Results and discussion
For the synthesis of the free isocyanide during the experimental work a
variation of the Ugi route was employed. In a first step the formamide (93) was
synthesized from the substituted anilines (90) and formic acid (91) in the presence
of 10 mol% of zinc chloride (92).15 The isocyanides were obtained upon
dehydration of this product using phosphoryl chloride (94) as a dehydrating agent
and triethylamine. (95) The isonitriles (96) were used without further purification in
the synthesis of the metal complexes.16 (Figure 3-2)

Figure 3- 2: Synthesis of the free isocyanides
The first point of interest was the structure of the frontier molecular orbitals
of the aryl isocyanides as well as the HOMO-2 for compounds 96b-g and
HOMO-3 for isocyanides 96a and h which can be seen in Figures A3-1 to A3-9.
The first main conclusion which could be drawn was that the electron density along
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the frontier molecular orbitals was not as sensitive to the nature of the parasubstituents as the NMR shifts indicated.11-13
While the overall electron density within the isocyano group in the LUMO
(Figures A3-1 to A3-3) appeared to be independent from the para-substituent the
π-system was polarized by strongly donating or withdrawing substituents. The two
strongest electron withdrawing groups, p-nitro and trifluoromethyl, caused the
electron density to shift towards their end of the ring. At the same time the most
donating group, N, N-dimethylamino caused the electron density within the
aromatic system to move towards the isocyano group. This difference was also
illustrated by the different interactions between the substituents and the aromatic
system. While the strongly withdrawing substituents showed a bonding interaction
between the substituent and the π-system the remaining ones exhibited an
antibonding interaction between the substituent and the ring making it impossible
to efficiently interact with the aromatic system. This difference could be rationalized
by a look at the Hammett parameters. The two most withdrawing parasubstituents, p-nitro (0.78) and p-trifluoromethyl (0.54), have a higher Hammett
parameter than the isocyano group (0.49) indicating that they are more efficient
withdrawing electron density from the ring. In case of the nitro group the electron
withdrawing effect was strong enough to reduce the electron density between the
aromatic system and the isocyano group resulting in a node at the isocyano
nitrogen atom. This nodal plain is also present in the other compounds but only at
higher electron densities. In difference to that the N, N-dimethyl amino group
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(-0.83) is a strongly donating group increasing the overall electron density within
the π-system pushing it towards the isonitrile group.14 One last thing which was
determined was that with the exception of 96a where the electron density at the
isocyano carbon atom remained almost unchanged indicating the relative energy
of the orbitals played a more important role in the change of π-acidity than the
structure of the orbital. Those results can also help to explain the results obtained
by Bennett et al.. The capability of efficiently withdrawing electron density from the
metal and stabilizing the high electron density on the tungsten atom might have
helped to overcome steric repulsion.5
The second group of orbitals of interest were the HOMOs (Figures A3-4 to
A3-6) of the respective isocyanides. The first thing which has to highlighted that
this set of orbitals did not possess suitable symmetry to act as a σ-donor as the
coordination site exhibits π-symmetry. The most important result which could be
derived from those structures is that even though the carbon NMR shifts indicate
that the electron density on the isocyano group increased as the para-substituent
becomes more donating the structures of the HOMOs showed an opposing trend.
While the N,N-dimethylamino substituted isocyanide showed the lowest electron
density on the coordination site while the highest electron density could be found
in the presence of a nitro substituent. This result could lead to a weakened metal
to ligand-interaction as the electron density on the coordination site plays an
important role.
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The last set of orbitals which had to be considered were HOMO-2, for
compounds 96b-g, and HOMO-3 for isocyanides a and h. (Figures A3-10 to A312) In difference to the carbonyl ligand where the HOMO is showing σ-symmetry
interacts with the metal center in case of the isocyanides those lower sitting orbitals
are responsible for this interaction. Comparing the structures of the orbitals at
various electron densities showed that there was very little structural difference
between the single results as only the nitro-substituent has a minor influence on
the structure of those orbitals. This result confirmed that the overall influence on
the structure of the frontier molecular orbitals is limited and a change in metalligand interaction had to be attributed to the energy of the molecular orbitals.
The closer the relative energy of two orbitals to one another the stronger is
the interaction between the two. As DFT methods require experimental data in
order to obtain the orbital energies, restricted Hartree-Fock-calculations using 2
different basis sets were carried out, 6-31G** (results in Table 3-2) and 6311G++(3df, 3pd) (results in Table 3-3).
The first part of the investigation was carried out using the 6-31G** basis
set to confirm the obtained structures and be able to compare the newly obtained
datapoint of isocyanide 96h to the existing results. The first conclusion which could
be drawn from the obtained energy values for the LUMOs were in agreement with
the results obtained by Bennett et al. confirming the expected trend.5 As the parasubstituent became more donating both HOMO and LUMO energies rose
indicating a lowered π-acidity. Besides this the HOMO-2/-3 energy also increased
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but to a lesser extend suggesting an increase in σ-donor capability. Yet the extend
of the change in energy for the two occupied molecular orbitals showed a different
degree of change. While the energy of the HOMO increased by 2.5 eV the energy
in the HOMO-2/-3 level only was 0.9 eV. This change mostly happened when a
strongly withdrawing substituent was present in comparison to the neutral proton
showing a change of 0.7 eV indicating a decrease in σ-donor capability. The
remaining complexes 96e-h showed little difference in this regard.
Using the bigger basis set 6-311G++(3df, 3pd) the results obtained using 631G** were mostly confirmed as the values for the orbital energies on the HOMO
and HOMO -2/-3-level remained almost unchanged while maintaining the overall
trend. (Table 3-3) At the same time the calculation of the LUMO energies yielded
different results showing significantly lower values. The first thing which was
determined while 96a still possessed the lowest energy orbital the remaining
orbitals did not follow a distinct trend as isocyanides 96a-d experienced an
increase in LUMO energy resulting in a reduced π-acidity, 96e-h showed a
decrease suggesting a higher acceptor capability. This dataset also suggested that
the influence of the para substituent on the π-acidity of the isonitrile is limited.
While the calculations using the 6-31G** basis showed a difference in LUMO
energy of 1.18 eV between 96a and 96b indicating a significant change in πacceptor capability all energies obtained with the larger 6-311G++(3df, 3pd) basis
set were within 0.31 eV suggesting a small difference in π-acidity.
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Compound

LUMO [eV]

HOMO [eV]

HOMO-2/3 [eV]

96a

0.98

-10.3

-13.4

96b

2.16

-9.88

-13.1

96c

2.48

-9.33

-12.7

96d

2.88

-9.32

-12.9

96e

2.86

-9.26

-12.7

96f

2.97

-8.95

-12.7

96g

3.23

-8.86

-12.6

96h

3.44

-7.79

-12.5

Table 3- 2: Orbital energies using a 6-31G** basis set
Compound

LUMO [eV]

HOMO [eV]

HOMO-2/3 [eV]

96a

0.64

-10.5

-13.5

96b

0.88

-10.1

-13.3

96c

0.93

-9.50

-12.8

96d

0.95

-9.50

-13.1

96e

0.91

-9.51

-13.0

96f

0.86

-9.17

-12.9

96g

0.83

-8.80

-12.8

96h

0.81

-8.02

-12.7

Table 3- 3: Orbital energies using a 6-311G++(3df, 3pd) basis set
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3.3 Experimental methods
The isocyanides synthesized in the present work were synthesized using
an Ugi-type of reaction from formamides which were obtained following a
procedure by Shekhar et al..15, 16
The calculations shown in this chapter were carried out using the
Gaussian09 software suite. While the molecular orbital simulations were carried
out using DFT methods using the hybrid functional described by Becke, Lee, Yang
and Parr (B3LYP) and 6311++G (3df, 3pd) basis set the same basis set. Orbital
energies were calculated with the same basis set as well as a the smaller 6-31G**
through restricted Hartree-Fock calculations. All orbitals were illustrated with
GaussView 5.0.16-24
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3.4 Conclusion
The molecular orbital simulations carried out in the present work showed
that while NMR shifts indicated that the electron density on the isonitrile carbon
can be altered by changing the substitution pattern it was not reflected at the
frontier molecular orbital level which determines the metal-ligand interaction.11-13
Only when strongly withdrawing or donating groups were present in the system the
LUMO showed polarization within the π-system. At the same time the electron
densities obtained in the analysis of the aryl isocyanide HOMOs showed an
unexpected trend. While a more electron donating substituent should increase the
electron density on the coordination site it was lowered as the substituent became
more electron donating. While those two sets of orbitals can undergo πinteractions with the metal center the HOMO-2/-3 -level is where ligand to metal σdonation would occur. Those orbitals showed very little structural differences
between each other.
Of interest were also the relative energies of the frontier molecular orbitals.
While the results obtained using the 6-31G** basis set confirmed the results
published by Bennett et al. a larger basis set gave different results for the energy
of the LUMOs.5 The HOMO energies revealed that a steady increase in HOMO
energy could be determined suggesting an increase in donator ability as the parasubstituent became more donating. Using the 6-311G++(3df, 3pd) the data
obtained for the energies in the HOMO and HOMO-2/-3 level was confirmed. At
the same time while most withdrawing substituent, the p-nitro group, still
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possessed the lowest LUMO energy the remaining isocyanides did not follow a
distinct trend as the energy level first increased going from the strongly
withdrawing nitro-group to weakly withdrawing fluorine suggesting the expected
loss in π-acidity. From there on a break in the expected trend was observed as the
relative energies decreased as the substituent became more donating indicating a
higher π-acidity.
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3.5 Appendix

Figure A3- 1: LUMO of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 2: LUMO of 80 a-h at an electron density of 0.075 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 3: LUMO of 80 a-h at an electron density of 0.1 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 4: HOMO of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 5: HOMO of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.075 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 6: HOMO of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.1 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 7: HOMO-2/3 of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 8: HOMO-2/3 of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.075 e-/au3
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Figure A3- 9: HOMO-2/3 of 80a-h at an electron density of 0.1 e-/au3
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Chapter IV Determination of the influence of the para-substituent on the
electronic structure of an electron deficient Mo(0) complex
4.1 Introduction
Carbon monoxide when coordinated to a metal center as a carbonyl ligand
is known to stabilize low-valent metal centers through strong π-backbonding. This
sensitivity towards the electronic structure of the metal center has long been
exploited in order to characterize the influence of other ligands on the metal center.
The most popular parameter is the so-called Tollman electronic parameter. First
proposed by Tolman. in 1970 it describes the influence of the replacing ligand L in
complexes of the type Ni(CO)3L on the C-O-stretching frequency. While the first
study focused on the influence of the organic groups on phosphines of the type
PR3 nowadays there is data available for a multitude of different ligands especially
N-heterocyclic carbenes.1, 2 As the ligand became more donating like P(t-Bu)3 the
electron density on the metal center was increased causing stronger πbackbonding and a weakening of the C-O-bond what could be determined via IRspectroscopy. Besides the determination of the electronic influence of a ligand on
the metal center Ni(CO)3L systems also serve as a benchmark to determine the
steric demand of a ligand. This parameter is of interest for the investigation of the
reactivity of a certain complex as larger ligands, resulting in larger cone-angles,
often exhibit lower reaction rates as the substrate has less freedom to approach
the metal center.3
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In the case of isocyanides studies involving nickel tricarbonyl complexes
are limited to one publication comparing phenyl isocyanide to other ligands.4 In
difference to that the investigation of the influence of various aryl isocyanides on
the electronic properties of the resulting complex focussed on complexes of the
type M(CO)5(RNC) (R=Cr, Mo, W). First described by Cetini et al. in 1961 M(CO)6
serves as a more benign alternative to the highly toxic Ni(CO) 4 while still offering
the possibility to remove one of the carbonyl ligands photolytically or thermally in
the presence of THF.5 The degree of substitution during those reactions can be
controlled by the solvent choice. When the precursor is generated in THF only
monosubstitution occurs, while acetonitrile and pyridine yield the di- and trisubstituted complexes respectively.6-8
The first quantitative study on the influence of an aryl isocyanide on the
characteristics of a metal center was published by Connor et al. in 1972. They
analyzed a variety of mono-, di- and tri-substituted molybdenum and chromium
carbonyl compounds. During their studies they used multiple analytical methods
including NMR, IR and cyclic voltammetry showing that while additional isocyano
ligands increased the electron density on the metal center, as expected through
the loss of π-backbonding to the carbonyl ligands, the variation of the organic Rgroup showed little influence on the overall structure. This was indicated by a
steady decrease in C-O-stretching frequency as more carbonyl ligands were
replaced and a lowered first oxidation potential. At the same time the differences
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within one group were relatively small indicating that the influence of the
substituent present at the nitrogen atom played a minor role.9
In an attempt to explain those results Bursten calculated the respective
HOMO energies of the free isonitriles to correlate the first oxidation potentials of
substituted Mn(CO)6+ and Cr(CO)6 to them. His results showed that it was possible
to correlate the energy of the complex HOMO to the first oxidation potential of the
complexes. He also confirmed the results obtained by Connor et al. that the
organic substituent has a limited influence on the overall behavior of the
compound.9, 10
The first survey of how the substitution pattern of an aryl isocyanide
influences the electronic structure of the metal center was carried out by Johnston
in 1994. He analyzed the influence of single and multiple substitution on the first
oxidation potential of the resulting chromium pentacarbonyl complexes. Focusing
on the para-substituent and multiple substitution within a small range of Hammett
parameters, chloro to nitro, the results showed that as the functionality became
more donating the resulting complex became easier to oxidize as indicated by the
lowering of the first oxidation potential by 31 mV. At the same time it was shown
that the presence of multiple substituents enabled him to further influence the
electronic properties of the resulting complexes. The addition of two chloro
substituents in ortho position relative to the isocyanide resulted in an increase in
the first oxidation potential by 89 mV relative to the monosubstituted compound.
NMR analysis confirmed those results while a comparison to Cr(CO) 5(PPh3)
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showed that while the used isocyanides caused an increase in electron density on
the metal center relative to the carbonyl ligand it could not match the donor
capability of triphenylphosphine.11
The first study investigating a wide range of substituents in different
positions was carried out by Figueroa et al. in 2015. Like Connor a variety of
substituted chromium pentacarbonyl complexes was obtained by photolytically
replacing one of the carbonyl ligands. Their scope included 3 non-aromatic, tertbutyl, cyclohexyl and trifluoromethyl, as well as 17 aromatic isocyanides with
varying degrees of substitution. As a measurable to determine the influence of the
substituents on the electronic structure of the chromium center they chose the
carbon NMR shifts of the remaining carbonyl ligands as well as their stretching
frequencies using Cr(CO)6 as a benchmark to compare to. While none of the
isonitriles was able to achieve the π-acceptor capability of the carbonyl ligand,
trifluoromethyl isocyanide was able to show a significant decrease in the C-Ostretching frequency of the remaining axial ligand while the stretching frequency in
equatorial position was increased. The decrease in electron density on the metal
center was attributed rather to a loss in σ-donor capability than increased π-acidity.
At the same time the aryl isocynides showed very little deviation in their behavior.
All equatorial IR-stretching frequencies fell within 15 cm-1 while all datapoints for
the axial carbonyl ligands were within 16 cm-1. Even though this study confirmed
that a wide variety of different substituents cannot alter the electronic structure of
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the complex an analysis of strongly withdrawing or donating substituents was
missing so that final conclusion could not be drawn.12
Besides their value as benchmark complexes to characterize the properties
of ligands metal carbonyls also are of importance in catalysis and on-complex
synthesis of air sensitive ligands.
The first example worth mentioning in this regard are the catalysts
employed in the Monsanto and Cativa processes for the synthesis of carboxylic
acids from lower alcohols. First described in 1968 by Roth et al. the reaction of
methanol with carbon monoxide in the presence of RhCl(CO)(PPh 3)2 or
[Rh(CO)2Cl]2(97) and hydroiodic acid yielded acidic acid in a 99% yield.13 A similar
process is the so-called Cativa process. Hereby, [Ir(CO)3I](98) which by itself
exhibited a lower reaction rate when combined with a suitable promoter like
[Ru(CO)3I2]2 in a 2:1 ratio was able to double the reaction rate.14 (Figure 4-1)

Figure 4- 1: Catalysts for the Monsanto (left) and Cativa process (right)
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Another example is the synthesis of N-heterocyclic carbenes on the metal
center of group 6 metals. (Figure 4-2) A mild reduction with of coordinated onitrophenyl isocyanide (99) using either tin metal and hydrochloric acid which
yielded the respective amine (101) or oxime (100) when Rainey nickel and
hydrazine acted as reducing agent. These products were successfully alkylated
(103, 104) upon deprotonation using n-butyl lithium (17) and allyl bromide (102).
Following this route chromium, molybdenum and tungsten analogues could be
synthesized showing the versatility of this reaction.15

Figure 4- 2: Synthesis of N-heterocyclic carbenes from group 6 isonitrile
complexes
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Synthesis
The synthetic procedures followed known literature routes. While the
isocyanides 96a-h were obtained after dehydration of an amide which was
synthsized via the reaction of the substituted aniline (90) in the presence of zinc
chloride (92), the precursor Mo(CO)5(thf) (106) was generated in situ from
Mo(CO)6 (105) in refluxing THF. The isocyanide (96a-h) was added and the
respective complexes (107a-h) were obtained in satisfying yields after column
chromatography.16-18

Figure 4- 3: Synthetic route for complexes 107a-h
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4.2.2 NMR analysis
While an increase in s-electron density causes the respective nucleus to be
more shielded and thereby an upfield shift, heavier nuclei like carbon also can
undergo a change in p-electron density which follows a different trend. An increase
in p-electron density contributes to the so-called paramagnetic term when
determining the chemical shift. The higher the electron density inside the p-orbitals
or π-bond the further downfield the respective resonance can be found. While in
free ligands often this effect is still outweighed by the diamagnetic shift carbon
atoms bound in metal complexes often exhibit that type of behavior. As discussed
earlier in the free isocyanides a trend where a more donating substituent increased
the electron density within the isocyanide group causing an upfield shift was
observed.19 A strong interaction between the metal center and isocyanide ligand
should alter the chemical shift of the coordinated carbon atom indicating which
interaction outweighs the other.
Upon comparison of the chemical shifts, in Table 4-1, it became apparent
that while a clear difference in those chemical shifts existed it reflected the
differences found in the free isonitriles. This indicated that there was little effective
electron exchange between the metal center and the isocyanide ligand. Overall, in
both cases, free and complexated ligand, the difference in chemical shifts
remained almost unchanged.
Another group of chemical shifts of interest were the ones of the remaining
carbonyl ligands present in the complex. Like the isocyanide carbon an upfield shift
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would indicate a decrease in electron density and thereby higher π-acidity of the
isocyanide. This can be rationalized by trans-influence, while carbon monoxide is
a strong π-acceptor a second strong acceptor ligand in trans-position would
compete for the same molecular orbital thereby lowering the electron density and
causing an upfield shift. The obtained data confirmed the results obtained by the
analysis of the isocyanide carbon atoms. Even though the chemical shifts reflected
the expected trend the difference of 2.1 ppm for the axial ligands and 0.9 ppm for
the ones in equatorial position was too small to determine a significant change in
metal-ligand-interaction thereby confirming the results published in literature.9-12,
20-22

R=

Free ligand

Complexated

COeq

COax

δ [ppm]

ligand δ [ppm]

δ [ppm]

δ [ppm]

NO2

169.8

170.5

203.0

205.1

CF3

170.0

166.2

203.2

205.6

Cl

165.6

164.8

203.4

206.0

F

164.5

163.4

203.5

206.1

H

164.0

162.8

203.6

206.3

Me

163.3

161.6

203.6

206.5

OMe

162.6

160.6

203.7

206.6

N(Me)2

161.2

158.3

203.9

207.2

Table 4- 1: Carbon NMR shifts of selected carbon atoms
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4.2.3 Infrared analysis
Due to the presence of five carbonyl ligands in two different positions
relative to the isocyanide the C-O-stretching frequency also became a viable tool
to characterize the metal-ligand interaction. The obtained data (Table 4-2) for
seven out of the eight investigated complexes, 107a-g, confirmed the results of the
NMR analysis. Those compounds showed small changes in the axial and
equatorial C-O-stretching frequencies confirming that the para-substituent had
little influence on the donor/acceptor-ratio of the aryl isocyanides. Only complex
107h showed a deviation from this behavior. While the stretching frequency of the
axial carbonyl ligand increased by 58 cm-1 the one determined for the ligands in
equatorial position was lowered by 29 cm-1 in comparison to 107g. This could be
accounted to the so-called trans-influence. Two ligands in relative trans-position to
one another compete for the same molecular orbitals of the metal center. An
increase in the C-O-stretching frequency on the remaining axial carbonyl ligand
could therefore be attributed to an increased donor or acceptor capability of the
isocyanide. The decrease of the stretching frequency of the four equatorial
carbonyl ligands indicated a more electron-rich metal center suggesting a higher
donor/acceptor ratio. This could be explained by a look at the structure of the
frontier molecular orbitals of carbon monoxide. The HOMO of this group consists
of a bonding interaction between the carbon and oxygen atoms. A loss of electron
density via σ-donation out of this orbital results in a lower stretching frequency.
The LUMO on the other hand, undergoes π-backbonding into a molecular orbital
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carrying C-O-π*-interaction. When a more competitive π-acceptor is placed in
trans-position relative to it the strength of backbonding decreases reducing the
electron density in the antibonding orbital strengthening the C-O-bond. As the
energy of the free ligand’s LUMO increased and its structure suggested that the
N, N-dimethylamino group prevented the delocalization of electron density over
the entire π-system it can be assumed that the increase in the C-O-stretching
frequency in axial position can be explained by stronger donation from the
isocyanide.
Complex

COax[cm-1]

COeq[cm-1]

CN[cm-1]

107a

2052.26

1930.74

2135.20

107b

2056.62

1933.65

2141.40

107c

2057.58

1932.21

2142.45

107d

2063.83

1926.89

2142.91

107e

2059.98

1921.10

2139.06

107f

2060.96

1923.53

2142.45

107g

2065.83

1923.03

2144.84

107h

2113.98

1894.10

2140.99

Table 4- 2: IR-stretching frequencies of the carbonyl and isocyano ligands
4.2.4 X-ray crystallography
As mentioned in the section about IR-spectroscopy a change in electron
density on the metal atom also influences the strength of the metal-ligand-bond as
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well as the bondlenghts. While only two crystal structures, 107b and 107d, could
be obtained the structure of 107g is available in the Cambridge Structural
Database. As it can be seen in Table 4-3 the differences in both the metal-ligand
and C-O-bondlenghts are very small therefore confirming the results obtained from
the NMR and IR studies.22
Within the range of strongly withdrawing substituents like the trifluoromethyl
group to mildly donating groups like a methoxy substituent no clear change in
metal-ligand interaction was determined. All three complexes showed almost
identical metal-ligand bond lengths suggesting little difference in the interaction.
Compound

Mo-COax (Å)

Mo-COeq (Å)

Mo-CNR (Å)

107b

2.04

2.05

2.12

107d

2.04

2.05

2.12

107g

2.04

2.04

2.13

Table 4- 3: Selected experimental bondlenghts determined by single X-ray
diffraction
4.2.5 Electrochemical Analysis
The last analytical technique employed was cyclic voltammetry. All datapoints can
be seen in Table 4-4. Cyclic voltammetry is a method where a potential is applied
on a liquid or solid sample in order to determine its oxidation/reduction potential.
An important information which can also be obtained is whether the electron
transfer is reversible or not. This can be determined by the several factors. While
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an irreversible electron transfer can be identified by the lack of a back wave a
reversible process can be identified by the presence of a backwave shifted by
57 mV from the first wave. Also, should the shift of the signal be independent from
the scan rate the only thing what should be altered is the intensity. While faster
scan rates generate more intense signals the E1/2, the average between the
cathodic and anodic peaks, should be the same as for a low scan rate where the
signal is broadened and less intense. This difference is caused by the formation of
a diffusion layer on the electrodes. While a slow scan rate allows the formation of
a layer on the electrode avoiding access of the respective species to the electrode.
A faster scan rate avoids this at the cost of a lower resolution. All the data shown
in Table 4-4 was recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s and the respective first
oxidation processes were deemed to be quasi-reversible.
The obtained data confirmed the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the
IR-spectra. Compounds 107a-g showed a change of 100 mV in the first oxidation
potential indicating that there was no significant change in the metal-ligand
interaction. At the same time 107h had an oxidation potential of 0.62 V which was
0.25 V lower than the next lowest value of 107g. This confirmed that the presence
of the strongly donating N, N-dimethylamino substituent increased the electron
density on the molybdenum center as indicated by IR-spectroscopy and molecular
orbital simulations of the free ligand.
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Complex

E1/2 [V]

107a

0.97

107b

0.95

107c

0.89

107d

0.88

107e

0.90

107f

0.89

107g

0.87

107h

0.62

Table 4- 4: First oxidation potentials of 107a-h relative to FcIFc+
4.2.6 Theoretical calculations
The results of molecular orbital calculations can be found in Figures A4-1
to A4-18. They are results of DFT simulations using the B3LYP functional and a
mixed basis set. While the effective core potential LANL2DZ was employed for the
molybdenum atom, 6-311++g(2df,3pd) was used for all other atoms. The basis set
for molybdenum treats all non-valence electrons as a constant field and only treats
valence electrons separately.24-28
As mentioned earlier the key interactions happen along the frontier orbitals.
The frontier orbitals of the isocyanides can be seen in Figures A3-1 to A3-9. The
first orbitals discussed will be the LUMO orbitals of the final complexes. (Figures
A4-1 to A4-6) The first conclusion which could be drawn from the structure of this
set of orbitals is that there was no interaction between the metal center and the
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isonitrile ligand LUMO. The positioning of the orbital suggested that there is very
little π-backbonding into the isocyanide ligand. The biggest difference between the
separate orbitals consisted in the polarization of the aromatic systems. The
analysis of the free ligand LUMOs showed that only the strongly influencing
functionalities present in 96a, b and h were able to polarize the π-system. When
coordinated to the molybdenum center the influence of the substituent on the
electron distribution grew. While 90a and b experienced a weaker shift towards the
substituent the remaining complexes showed a shift of the electron density towards
the molybdenum center. This could be explained by comparing the Hammett
parameters of the para-substituent with the one if the isonitrile functionality. While
the nitro and trifluoro methyl groups have higher Hammett parameters with 0.78
and 0.54 than the isocyano group with 0.49. The remaining para-substituents have
smaller or comparable Hammett parameters indicating they are weaker pulling
electron density into their direction. In addition the presence of the withdrawing
Mo(CO)5 fragment lowered the electron density on the isocyano group increasing
the withdrawing capability to the aromatic system. Another observation which
indicated the influence of the para-substituent on the metal center was the electron
density on the remaining axial carbonyl ligand. While even at relatively low electron
densities of 0.05 e-/au3 compound 107a did not contain any electron density on the
remaining carbonyl ligand 107b-h still possessed residual density at this position
indicating a loss of π-acidity as the para-substituent became more donating.
Overall, the lack of π-backbonding from the metal center to the isocyanide ligand
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confirmed that the change in behavior of complex 107h did not originate from an
increase in π-acidity but can better be explained by an increase in ligand to metal
donation.
The second set of orbitals which are depicted in Figures A4-7 to A4-12
contained the HOMO orbitals of compounds 107a-h. The structure of those orbitals
was of particular interest as it had influence on the oxidation potential obtained in
cyclic voltammetry. Complexes 107a-g all showed little electron density within the
aromatic system of the aryl isocyanide while at the same time the carbon of the
isonitrile group was a node possessing no electron density. Based on this result it
could be determined that the π-system could not stabilize this orbital while
undergoing oxidation as it cannot interact efficiently with the metal center. At the
same time the interaction to the carbonyl ligands remained unchanged as the next
lowest molecular orbital, HOMO-1, is perpendicular to the HOMO resulting in
comparable electron densities within the Mo-carbonyl bonds. The analysis of this
set of orbitals also yielded the first noticeable difference between 107a-g and
107h. 107h showed a bonding interaction within the isocyano group as well as
electron density within the aromatic system. This enables the ligand to stabilize
positive charges at the metal center lowering the oxidation potential. This change
was accompanied by decrease in metal-ligand interaction between the
molybdenum center and the carbonyl ligand in axial position. As this interaction
takes place between the metal-center and a ligand π*-orbital it supported the
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results obtained via IR-spectroscopy where an increase in stretching frequency
was determined.
The last orbital set of interest was the HOMO-2, 107a-g, and HOMO-3,
107h, which described the interaction between the ligand HOMO with the
molybdenum center. (Figure A4-13 to A4-18) An analysis of compounds 107a-g
showed that an increase of electron density on the metal atom could be detected.
This confirmed the small decrease in the oxidation potential as the para-substituent
became more donating. This effect also was observed within the isocyano group.
An increase in donor ability by the substituent caused the polarization of the
electron density between the carbon and nitrogen atom towards the carbon atom.
While in compound 107a the electron density was equally shared between those
two atoms 107g revealed a node at the nitrogen atom. In difference to that
compound 107h showed an interaction between the metal center and the
isocyanide ligand. This interaction occurred as donation from the ligand HOMO
into one of the t2g-orbitals of the metal center. This result was in agreement with
the results of IR-spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry. This interaction increased
the electron density on the central atom caused stronger backbonding to the
equatorial carbonyl ligands lowering their stretching frequency as well as decrease
the first oxidation potential. These results were in agreement with the relative
energies of the HOMO of 96a as its higher energy level enables it to interact more
efferently with the metal d-orbitals.
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The last point of interest were the bond lengths between the molybdenum
center and the coordinated ligands which are shown in Table 4-5. The data
obtained confirmed the expected results. While the bond length in equatorial
position remained almost unchanged the introduction of a more donating parasubstituent caused an elongation of the molybdenum-isocyanide-bond by 0.04 Å
while the bond to the carbonyl ligand was shortened by 0.02 Å. Those changes
are relatively small and could be attributed to the increase in π-basicity as the parasubstituent became more donating. A comparison of the calculated bond lengths
to the experimental values obtained via X-ray crystallography showed that the
obtained structures are in good agreement with each other showing a maximal
deviation of 0.03 Å. By taking this into account it became clear that the overall
change in the metal-ligand bonds determined by theoretical calculations fell within
the margin of error and therefore do not give a definite confirmation of a change in
metal-ligand interaction.
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Compound

Mo-CN [Å]

Mo-COax [Å]

Mo-COeq [Å]

107a

2.11

2.07

2.09

107b

2.12

2.07

2.08

107c

2.13

2.06

2.08

107d

2.13

2.06

2.08

107e

2.13

2.06

2.07

107f

2.15

2.06

2.07

107g

2.14

2.06

2.07

107h

2.15

2.05

2.07

Table 4- 5: Bond lengths between the metal center and the ligands
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4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Synthetic methods
General procedure for synthesis of [Mo(CO)5(96)] (107). In 100 mL of
THF [Mo(CO)6] (0.80 g, 3.0 mmol) was dissolved, and the resulting clear, colorless
solution was heated to 80 °C. After 24 h, the reaction mixture had become a clear,
yellow solution, consistent with the formation of [Mo(CO)5(thf)]. To this solution was
added dropwise a solution of 96 (2.0 mmol) in 20 mL of THF, producing a color
change from yellow to brown, and this solution was heated to 80 °C. After 3 h, the
reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature and the solvent was
removed in vacuo to afford a brown solid, which was then purified by flash column
chromatography (SiO2) to afford 107.
[Mo(CO)5(96a)] (107a). A colorless powder (367 mg, 0.96 mmol, 32%
yield). Rf (83% hexanes/16% DCM) = 0.14. mp: 133–135 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ
8.38-8.28 (m, 2H), 7.63-7.53 (m, 2H).

13C

NMR (CDCl3): δ 205.3, 203.1, 170.5,

147.1, 132.3, 127.5, 125.4. IR (KBr): 2361 (w), 2343 (w), 2135 (m), 1930 (vs), 1605
(vw), 1589 (w), 1522 (m), 1343 (m), 1165 (vw), 1106 (vw), 858 (w), 788 (vw), 747
(vw), 616 (vw), 584 (vw) cm–1.
[Mo(CO)5(96b)] (107b). A colorless powder (349 mg, 0.86 mmol, 29%
yield). Rf (100% hexanes) = 0.31. mp: 119–120 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.71 (d,
J=8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.51 (d, J=7.9 Hz, 2H).

13C

NMR (CDCl3): δ 204.7, 202.4, 166.2,

130.2 (q, J=33.1 Hz), 129.3, 126.1 (q, J=3.7 Hz), 125.9, 121.3.

19F

NMR (CDCl3):

ẟ -62,8. IR (KBr): 3110 (vw), 2380 (vw), 2349 (vw), 2306 (vw), 2226 (vw), 2142 (s),
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2057 (s), 1974 (w), 1934 (m), 1613 (vw), 1507 (w), 1416 (vw), 1319 (s), 1170 (m),
1133 (m), 1106 (w), 1065 (s), 1017 (w), 846 (s), 743 (w), 732 (vw), 600 (vs),
581 (vs) cm–1.
[Mo(CO)5(96c)] (107c). A colorless powder (394 mg, 1.1 mmol, 35% yield).
Rf (91% hexanes/ 9% DCM) = 0.39. mp: 120–121 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.447.38 (m, 2H), 7.33 (d, J=8.7 Hz, 2H).

13C

NMR (CDCl3): δ 206.1, 203.5, 164.8,

135.4, 130.1, 127.7, 125.9. IR (KBr): 3102 (vw), 2379 (vw), 2348 (vw), 2240 (vw),
2144 (s), 2066 (m), 1934 (w), 1505 (vw), 1482 (w), 1089 (m), 1009 (vw), 829 (m),
796 (vw), 633 (w), 588 (vs), 507 (vw), 456 (vw), 423 (vw) cm–1.
[Mo(CO)5(96d)] (107d). A colorless powder (285 mg, 0.80 mmol, 27%
yield). Rf (100% hexanes) = 0.28. mp: 124–126 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.44-7.36
(m, 2H), 7.17-7.08 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): δ 206.3, 203.6, 163.4, 161.4, 128.5
(d, J=8.9 Hz), 123.7, 117.0 (d, J=23.4 Hz). 19F NMR (CDCl3): ẟ -108.0 (m) IR (KBr):
2143 (vs)063 (s), 1990 (m), 1927 (vs), 1500 (s), 1243 (m), 944 (w), 835 (m),
602 (s) cm–1.
[Mo(CO)5(96e)] (107e). A colorless powder (313 mg, 0.92 mmol, 31%
yield). Rf (100% hexanes) = 0.33. mp: 73-74 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.48-7.35 (m,
5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): δ 206.5, 203.7, 162.8, 129.8, 129.5, 127.5, 126.5. IR (KBr):
2361 (s), 2139 (s), 2059 (s), 1941 (s), 748 (s), 667 (vs), 582 (vs) cm –1.
[Mo(CO)5(96f)] (107f). A colorless powder (404 mg, 1.1 mmol, 38% yield).
Rf (100% hexanes) = 0.36. mp: 115-116 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.28 (d, J=8.4 Hz,
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2H), 7.22 (d, J=8.3 Hz, 2H), 2.40 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): δ 206.6, 203.8, 161.6,
140.0, 130.3, 126.2, 124.9, 21.5. IR (KBr): 2379 (vw), 2348 (vw), 2143 (vs), 2061
(vs), 1992 (vw), 1981 (w), 1924 (vs), 1506 (m), 835 (w), 821 (m), 816 (m), 720 (w),
645 (vw), 596 (vs), 581 (vs), 507 (vw), 473 (w), 458 (vw), 420 (w) cm –1. 1H NMR
(C6D6):6.46 (s, 4H), 1.82 (s, 3H).
[Mo(CO)5(96g)] (107g). A colorless powder (439 mg, 1.2 mmol, 40% yield).
Rf (100% hexanes) = 0.08. mp: 106–107 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 7.33 (d, J=8.9 Hz,
2H), 7.30 (d, J=8.9 Hz, 2H), 3.85 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): δ 206.8, 203.8, 160.6,
160.1, 127.9, 120.2, 114.9, 55.8. IR (KBr): 2370 (s), 2343 (s), 2145 (m), 2066 (s),
1923 (vs), 1602 (w), 1257 (w), 945 (br m), 833 (w), 583 (m) cm –1. 1H NMR
(C6D6):6.48 (d, J=9.0 Hz, 2H), 6.24 (d, J=9.0 Hz, 2H), 3.02 (s, 3H)
[Mo(CO)5(96h)] (107h). A colorless powder (356 mg, 0.93 mmol, 31%
yield). Rf (75% hexanes/25% DCM) = 0.33. mp: 115–117 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ
7.23 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H), 6.61 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H), 3.02 (s, J = 9.1 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): δ 207.3, 204.0, 158.3, 150.4, 127.5, 112.4, 111.8, 40.4. IR (KBr): 2369
(w), 2344 (m), 2141 (m), 2110 (vs), 1895 (vs), 1602 (m), 1362 (m), 1226 (vw), 1169
(w), 1064 (vw), 945 (vw), 814 (m), 592 (w) cm–1.
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4.3.2 Computational methods
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian09 suite and molecular
orbitals were illustrated using GaussView5. The obtained structures were
geometrically optimized using DFT methods employing hybrid functional described
by Becke, Lee, Yang and Parr (B3LYP) and 6311++G(3df, 2pd) basis set for all
lighter atoms. For the molybdenum atom the LAN2LDZ basis set was used. 24-31
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4.4 Conclusion and outlook
Overall, the synthesis and characterization of various molybdenum(0)
pentacarbonyl aryl isocyanide complexes was successful. While most of the
obtained compounds confirmed results reported in literature before, the analysis
of a complex bearing a strongly donating para-substituent in N, N-dimethyl amino
and the additional theoretical calculations offered a new insight into the interaction
between an electron deficient metal center and an isocyano ligand. The theoretical
results revealed that this group of ligands cannot be modified sufficiently through
monosubstitution to compete with carbon monoxide as a π-acceptor but strongly
donating substituents can cause a change in metal-ligand interaction. The
introduction of the N, N-dimethylamino group enabled the ligand to efficiently
interact with the molybdenum center through donation therefore altering its
electronic structure. This resulted in a more electron rich metal as it was indicated
by the increase of the C-O-stretching frequency of the carbonyl ligand in axial
position as well as a decrease in the first oxidation potential. In order to get a closer
insight into the metal-ligand interaction a series of other complexes could be
synthesized.
The first group includes complexes bearing a second substituent in meta-position
to the isocyanide in addition to the p-N,N-diemthylamino-group. Analysis of those
compounds would reveal whether the metal-ligand interaction can be altered in a
way so the desired electronic effect can be obtained.
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The second set of isocyanides includes substituents that have a Hammett
parameter between -0.27 and -0.83. The behavior of the resulting complexes
showed a major change between the p-methoxy and p-N,N-dimethylamino
analogues. As those two substituents have a comparatively large difference in
Hammett parameters it would be of interest whether the change in behavior
happens gradually or is a sudden increase in metal-ligand interaction.
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4.5 Appendix
Mo(CO)5(C8H4F3N)
Crystal Structure Report for D8_0935_CR_p_CF3
A specimen of C13H4F3MoNO5, approximate dimensions 0.017 mm x 0.087
mm x 0.265 mm, was used for the X-ray crystallographic analysis. The X-ray
intensity data were measured.
The integration of the data using a monoclinic unit cell yielded a total of
10454 reflections to a maximum θ angle of 25.50° (0.83 Å resolution), of which
2387 were independent (average redundancy 4.380, completeness = 98.6%, R int
= 5.50%, Rsig = 4.48%) and 2260 (94.68%) were greater than 2σ(F2). The final cell
constants of a = 5.7833(9) Å, b = 10.7051(16) Å, c = 11.6969(18) Å, β = 91.720(6)°,
volume = 723.84(19) Å3, are based upon the refinement of the XYZ-centroids of
reflections above 20 σ(I). The calculated minimum and maximum transmission
coefficients

(based

on

crystal

size)

are

0.9262

and

1.0000.

The structure was solved and refined using the Bruker SHELXTL Software
Package, using the space group P 1 n 1, with Z = 2 for the formula unit,
C13H4F3MoNO5. The final anisotropic full-matrix least-squares refinement on F2
with 208 variables converged at R1 = 3.22%, for the observed data and wR2 =
7.14% for all data. The goodness-of-fit was 1.077. The largest peak in the final
difference electron density synthesis was 0.988 e-/Å3 and the largest hole was -
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0.829 e-/Å3 with an RMS deviation of 0.099 e-/Å3. On the basis of the final model,
the calculated density was 1.868 g/cm3 and F(000), 396 e-.
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Table 1. Sample and crystal data for D8_0935_CR_p_CF3.
Identification code

D8_0935_CR_p_CF3

Chemical formula

C13H4F3MoNO5

Formula weight

407.11 g/mol

Temperature

100(2) K

Wavelength

0.71073 Å

Crystal size

0.017 x 0.087 x 0.265 mm

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P1n1

Unit cell dimensions

a = 5.7833(9) Å

α = 90°

b = 10.7051(16) Å β = 91.720(6)°
c = 11.6969(18) Å γ = 90°
Volume

723.84(19) Å3

Z

2

Density (calculated)

1.868 g/cm3

Absorption coefficient 0.964 mm-1
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F(000)

396

Table 2. Data collection and structure refinement for
D8_0935_CR_p_CF3.
Theta

range

for
2.58 to 25.50°

data collection
Index ranges

-7<=h<=7, -12<=k<=12, -14<=l<=13

Reflections
10454
collected
Independent
2387 [R(int) = 0.0550]
reflections
Max.

and

min.
1.0000 and 0.9262

transmission
Structure

solution
direct methods

technique
Structure

solution
SHELXT-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)

program
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
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Refinement
SHELXL-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)
program
Function minimized Σ w(Fo2 - Fc2)2
Data / restraints /
2387 / 2 / 208
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
1.077
F2
2260

data; R1 = 0.0322, wR2 =

Final R indices
I>2σ(I)

0.0697
R1 = 0.0365, wR2 =

all data
0.0714
w=1/[σ2(Fo2)+(0.0423P)2+0.0471P]
Weighting scheme
where P=(Fo2+2Fc2)/3
Absolute structure
-0.1(0)
parameter
Largest diff. peak
0.988 and -0.829 eÅ-3
and hole
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R.M.S.

deviation
0.099 eÅ-3

from mean
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Mo(CO)5(C7H4FN)
Crystal Structure Report for D8_1036_CR_p_F_twin
A specimen of C12H4FMoNO5, approximate dimensions 0.049 mm x 0.063
mm x 0.312 mm, was used for the X-ray crystallographic analysis. The X-ray
intensity data were measured.
The integration of the data using a monoclinic unit cell yielded a total of 2684
reflections to a maximum θ angle of 26.04° (0.81 Å resolution), of which 2684 were
independent (average redundancy 1.000, completeness = 96.3%, R int = 3.95%,
Rsig = 3.60%) and 2534 (94.41%) were greater than 2σ(F2). The final cell constants
of a = 10.9991(14) Å, b = 5.7302(6) Å, c = 21.126(2) Å, β = 97.827(4)°, volume =
1319.1(3) Å3, are based upon the refinement of the XYZ-centroids of reflections
above 20 σ(I). The calculated minimum and maximum transmission coefficients
(based

on

crystal

size)

are

0.8983

and

1.0000.

The structure was solved and refined using the Bruker SHELXTL Software
Package, using the space group P 1 21/n 1, with Z = 4 for the formula unit,
C12H4FMoNO5. The final anisotropic full-matrix least-squares refinement on F2 with
182 variables converged at R1 = 3.24%, for the observed data and wR2 = 6.94%
for all data. The goodness-of-fit was 1.127. The largest peak in the final difference
electron density synthesis was 0.768 e-/Å3 and the largest hole was -0.709 e-/Å3
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with an RMS deviation of 0.096 e-/Å3. On the basis of the final model, the calculated
density was 1.798 g/cm3 and F(000), 696 e-.
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Table 1. Sample and crystal data for D8_1036_CR_p_F_twin.
Identification code

D8_1036_CR_p_F_twin

Chemical formula

C12H4FMoNO5

Formula weight

357.10 g/mol

Temperature

100(2) K

Wavelength

0.71073 Å

Crystal size

0.049 x 0.063 x 0.312 mm

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P 1 21/n 1

Unit cell dimensions

a = 10.9991(14) Å α = 90°
b = 5.7302(6) Å

β = 97.827(4)°

c = 21.126(2) Å

γ = 90°

Volume

1319.1(3) Å3

Z

4

Density (calculated)

1.798 g/cm3

Absorption coefficient 1.023 mm-1
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F(000)

696

Table 2. Data collection and structure refinement for
D8_1036_CR_p_F_twin.
Theta

range

for
2.22 to 26.04°

data collection
Reflections
2684
collected
Independent
2684 [R(int) = 0.0395]
reflections
Max.

and

min.
1.0000 and 0.8983

transmission
Structure

solution
direct methods

technique
Structure

solution
SHELXT-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)

program
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Refinement
SHELXL-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)
program
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Function minimized Σ w(Fo2 - Fc2)2
Data / restraints /
2684 / 0 / 182
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
1.127
F2
Δ/σmax

0.001
2534

data; R1 = 0.0324, wR2 =

Final R indices
I>2σ(I)

0.0679
R1 = 0.0371, wR2 =

all data
0.0694
w=1/[σ2(Fo2)+(0.0221P)2+2.4580P]
Weighting scheme
where P=(Fo2+2Fc2)/3
Largest diff. peak
0.768 and -0.709 eÅ-3
and hole
R.M.S.

deviation
0.096 eÅ-3

from mean
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Figure A4- 1: LUMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c (bottom
left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A4- 2: LUMO of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 3: LUMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 4: LUMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A4- 5: LUMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 6: LUMO of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 7: HOMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 8: HOMO of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 9: HOMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 10: HOMO of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 11: HOMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 12: HOMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A4- 13: HOMO of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 14: HOMO-2 of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A4- 15: HOMO-2 of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 16: HOMO-2 of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 17: HOMO-2 of compounds 107a (top left), 107b (top right), 107c
(bottom left) and 107d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A4- 18: HOMO-2 of compounds 107e (top left), 107f (top right), 107g
(bottom left) and 107h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Chapter V Theoretical investigation of the influence of substitution on
electron-rich metal centers
5.1 Introduction
While the metal-carbonyl complexes discussed in Chapter 4 served as a
benchmark for a variety of metals, complexes of the structure M(dppe)2L2 are more
specific to group 6 metals. The first dinitrogen analogue synthesized from this
group of elements was Mo(dppe)2(N2)2 by Misono et al. in 1969. They obtained
this complex via the reduction of Mo(acac)3 in the presence of tri-isobutylaluminum
as a reductant and dppe. The employed route required several oxygen and
moisture sensitive steps.1 While different routes were developed over the next
several years it took until 2012 when Ngyuen et al. described the first one-pot
synthesis of this compound. They used an excess of activated magnesium metal
to reduce MoCl5 in the presence of free dppe to obtain the desired complex in
moderate yields.2, 3
Since its discovery Mo(dppe)2(N2)2 has been of interest due to its unique
structure and reactivity. In difference to the pentacarbonyl complexes where the
low oxidation state is stabilized by π-donation into the C-O-π*-orbitals the type of
complexes discussed in this chapter is more electron-rich as the phosphine ligands
are stronger σ-donors while also acting as a weaker π-acceptor. This difference
frees up electron density which can interact with the two remaining ligands
therefore highlighting the π-acidity of a ligand more than the example discussed in
Chapter 4.
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Another result of this characteristic is the tendency to insert into Cheteroatom bonds. The first one which is also encountered in the synthesis and
characterization of this type of complexes is the capability to react readily with
carbon-halogen bonds. While undesired in the initial synthesis this reactivity was
used in the past to alkylate the coordinated dinitrogen molecule. One example
includes the synthesis of a dialkylhydrazine out of 27 and 1, 5-dibromopentane
(108). While the nitrogen ligands were removed photolytically the molybdenum
center underwent oxidative addition into the C-Br-bond twice followed by a transfer
of the alkyl-chain onto the non-coodinated nitrogen atom. The resulting
dialkyhydrazine (109) remained coordinated to the metal center which upon
protonation broke the N-N-bond resulting in the formation of piperidine.4 (Figure
5-1)

Figure 5- 1: Synthesis of a dialkylhydrazine by alkylation of dinitrogen
Besides those commonly broken carbon-halogen-bonds 27 has also shown
reactivity towards carbonyl compounds and their analogues. This was exploited by
Uchida et al. in 1980. They reacted 27 with a mixture of DMF (110) in benzene to
obtain Mo(dppe)2(CO)(dmf) (111). The resulting compound was reacted with a
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variety of Lewis bases like nitriles or amines to obtain the respective complexes.
Their experiments revealed that many ligands including ethylene and several
amides were replaced by a dinitrogen ligand while recrystallization under nitrogen
atmosphere.5 (Figure 5-2)

Figure 5- 2: Synthesis of a trans-Mo(dppe)2(CO)(RNC) complex6
Another important reaction which used the thermal lability of the dinitrogen
ligands was first described by Hidai et al.. The synthesis of complexes of the type
Mo(dppe)2(N2)(RNC) was long considered to be impossible as the reaction of 27
with the free isocyanide yielded the disubstituted complex. In this paper it was first
described how aromatic imines (28) can be converted to isocyanides when reacted
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with 27 formed complexes 29d-h. Strongly withdrawing para-substituents like
trifluoromethyl or acetyl did not yield the resulting isocyanide complexes but
instead caused decomposition of the compound. Even though this study covered
a wide range of different substituents the overall influence on the electronic
structure appeared to be limited as only complex 29h showed a slight deviation in
the N-N-stretching frequency from the other four compounds.6 (Figure 5-3)

,

Figure 5- 3: Synthesis of trans-Mo(dppe)2(N2)(RNC)
Though those compounds have been known for a while only 2 studies
investigating the influence of substituted aryl isocyanides on the electronic
structure were carried out. Richards et al. synthesized a series of molybdenum
diisocyano complexes with various para-substituents by thermally releasing the
two dinitrogen ligands in refluxing THF replacing them with isocyanides. The
results showed only a limited influence of the isocyanide on the electron density of
the metal. Even though the scope of substituents was limited, p-chloro to
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p-methoxy, the results reflected the ones obtained for complexes 107a-g in
Chapter 4. In this reference the nature of the Mo-C-bond was investigated for the
first time as well showing that it was determined to be untypically short indicating
a high degree of π-backbonding. This was confirmed by a significantly lowered CN-streching frequency in the IR-analysis leading to the conclusion that the C-N-Cangle is reduced.7 (Figure 5-5)
Not only the molybdenum analogue of this complex is of interest though.
W(dppe)2(N2)2 has also been described in literature and shows a similar reactivity
towards polarized bonds. The examples shown for the reaction of Mo(dppe) 2(N2)2
with halogenated alkanes follow the same pathway and have been described as
well. George et al. reacted 113 with a variety of iodoalkanes (114) yielding
monoalkyl hydrazines (116) upon protonation with HBF4 (115).8 (Figure 5-4)

Figure 5- 4: Synthesis of an alkylhydrazine by alkylation of dinitrogen followed by
protonation

While the reactivity with carbonyl compounds is not as well described as in
the case of 29 the reactivity with isocyanide ligands as well as their influence in the
electronic and spacial structure are better understood. The homoleptic complexes
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were also first described by Richards et al.. One major difference became clear
when comparing the data obtained for the two different metals. While there are
only 76 mV between the most withdrawing and donating isocyanide for the
molybdenum analogue tungsten showed a larger difference of 131 mV. This
indicates a stronger interaction between metal and ligand in this type of
complexes.7 (Figure 5-5)
Another set of studies which confirmed that the interaction of the tungsten
center with the isocyanide ligands is influenced by the para-substituent was carried
out by Bennett et al.. In 1992 they discovered that two different tungsten centers
could be linked by an aryl diisocyanide and the resulting complex showed signs of
communication between the two metal centers. While small charge differences
caused little interaction the application of a W(0) and W(IV) center revealed
significant shifts in carbon NMR and IR indicating a strong M-L-M-interaction.9
In the future years the scope of this application was widened from relatively
electron-poor systems to ones based on W(dppe)2(N2)2. In the attempt to
synthesize a polymeric structure, they obtained the monomeric building block
carrying two diisocyano ligands in cis-position relative to each another. In order to
explain those observations, they carried out additional experiments with a wide
range of different isocyanides determining that the para-substituent played an
important role in the structure of the complex.10 Based on molecular orbital
simulations they explained this change in behavior by an increase in π-acidity in
the presence of a strongly withdrawing substituent. While p-nitro to p-isocyano
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substituted isocyanides gave the cis-configuration, neutral to strongly donating
functionalities yielded trans-W(dppe)2(RNC)2. While the strongly withdrawing parasubstituents formed the sterically unfavorable cis-configuration the stabilization
caused by the decrease of the electron density on the metal center was
energetically favored enough to overcome that effect. The increase in π-acidity
was explained by a decrease in LUMO energy what would result in an increased
π-acceptor capability. Along with this change in structure the low bonding angle
predicted by Richards et al. was observed. While the trans-isomer formed by the
coordination of the weaker π-acceptors showed bonding angles around 170° the
cis-isomers experienced a strong distortion from the typical window of 170°-180°.
This was explained by a significant increase in π-backbonding between the
tungsten center and the isocyanide. When the two isocyanides were placed in
trans-position relative to one another they interacted equally with the same metal
d-orbitals but when placed in cis-orientation the phosphine which became the
ligand in relative trans-position could not compete with the isocyanide. This leads
to stronger backbonding into one of the ligand orbitals containing a C-Nantibonding interaction.11 In addition to the observed change in geometry this class
of systems is also a potential candidate for molecular wires. When the precursor
W(dppe)2(N2)2 (116) was irradiated in toluene in the presence of 1.5 equivalents of
diisocyanide (80) Bennett et al. successfully isolated short polymers, dimer to
tetramer, of connected W(dppe)2 fragments containing open coordination sites at
each end offering the possibility to coordinate them to another metal.12
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Figure 5- 5: Synthesis of M(dppe)2(RNC)2
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5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 Experimental results
While the respective pentacarbonyl complexes (107a-h) were readily
accessible via ligand exchange reaction the electron rich Mo(dppe)2N2(RNC) (29ah) where R equals a p-substituted aryl were not obtained in a satisfactory amount
to carry out electrochemical testing.
A small amount of 29d was obtained but decomposed upon contact with air
when an IR-spectrum was tried to be recorded. Another problem which arose
during the analysis was that crystals of 29g deemed to have single crystal X-ray
diffraction quality decomposed readily upon contact with air so that the only
experimentally obtained data consists of a crystal structure which was obtained via
vapor diffusion of hexanes into a saturated solution of the desired compound in
benzene. As a crystal structure for 90d was available an assessment of the
influence of the metal center of the structure of the resulting complex could be
made.
The first point of interest was the metal-ligand bond length. While the bond
length in 90d aligned well with classical carbon-molybdenum bond lengths at
2.11 Å the one found in the electron rich 28d was significantly shorter at 1.99 Å.1315

This could be explained by looking at another result of the crystal structure. As

mentioned, the carbon-molybdenum bond was relatively short but at the same time
the carbon nitrogen bond was slightly elongated. While it was found to be 0.03 Å
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longer the C-N-C-bond angle deviated from the expected 180°. Those results were
in agreement with the crystal structure known for the unsubstituted isocyanide and
could be explained by the nature of the metal center.6 Even though in both cases,
complexes 107a-h and 29a-h, the metal center carried the same formal oxidation
state the electronic configuration and thereby the nature of the metal-ligand
interaction were different. While in the case of the pentacarbonyl based complexes
the molybdenum atom was relatively electron poor due to the presence of five
strongly π-accepting carbonyl ligands. Complexes 29a-h contained two dppe
units. This ligand is a stronger σ-donor and weaker π-acceptor than carbon
monoxide resulting in a higher electron density on the molybdenum center.
Therefore, while in case of the complexes 107a-h both types of interactions were
important the electron-rich nature of 29a-h complexes mainly focused on the πacceptor capability. This resulted in an increase in electron density in the ligand
LUMO which as can be seen in Figures A3-1 to A3-3 is antibonding in regard to
the C-N-bond of the isocyanide. Another fact contributing to the increase in
electron density was the presence of the nitrogen molecule which is also a weaker
π-acceptor than carbon monoxide.
5.2.2 Theoretical results
In order to determine the influence of the para-substituent on the metalligand interaction molecular orbital simulations were carried out. Due to the size of
the system 3 different basis sets were used to obtain good results. While LAN2LDZ
was used as a basis set for the central atom the coordinated ligands were
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separated into two spheres. While both axial ligands as well as the plain containing
the dppe unit were simulated using the 6-311G++(2df, 2pd) basis set the phenyl
groups were assigned 3-21G. As a functional for the DFT calculation the hybrid
functional B3LYP was used.16-22
The first orbitals of interest were LUMOs of complexes 29a-h. A comparison
between the results obtained for those complexes with the ones of complexes
107a-h showed similarities. The first similarity was that in both complexes the
LUMO of the free isocyanide ligands which can be found in Figures A3-1 to A3-3
were represented in those molecular orbitals indicating that no significant amount
of π-backbonding into those orbitals occured. At the same time there was no
shared electron density between the metal center and the ligand. Complexes 29ac showed low electron density on the metal center which was be antibonding in
regard to the metal ligand interaction. These results could help to explain the
lowered thermal stability of those complexes. While NMR scale experiments
indicated the formation of the desired product when the reaction was carried out
over 48 hours at 90°C and increase in temperature to 120°C caused
decomposition of compounds 29b and 29c. The increased temperature caused an
increase in the population of this orbital thereby lowering the bond order and
facilitating ligand dissociation.
The second group of orbitals were the HOMOs of the respective complexes
which can be seen in Figures A5-7 to A5-12 play an important role in cyclic
voltammetry as the removed electron originates from this orbital. The orbitals 29a-
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f showed a metal centered d-orbital which remained unchanged when the electron
density was altered. The only noteworthy electron density within the isocyano
ligand could be found on the nitrogen atom. This similarity to complexes 107a-g
left the carbon atom as a nodal plain preventing interactions between the electron
rich metal center and the aromatic ring. 29g and h showed a different orbital.
Those two complexes exhibited a bonding interaction between the metal center
and both axial ligands. While at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3 and 0.07 e-/au3
the two complexes behaved similarly at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3 the
difference in ligand properties became obvious. 29g still showed a bonding
interaction between the metal center and the aryl isocyanide, this interaction was
lost in 29h. This could be explained by a lower π-acidity of the isocyanide that is
caused by the stronger donation of the para-substituent into the aromatic system
and thereby increasing the electron density on the isocyanide carbon. This
increase lowered the ability of the metal-center to donate electron density to the
ligand and helped to explain the relative energy of the orbitals to each other. While
this orbital structure could be found in the HOMO-1 position of 29a-f the
stabilization gained through the donation of electrons from the metal to the ligand
yielded less energy gain therefore increasing the energy of this orbital relative to
each other.
As mentioned before a look at the next highest molecular orbital, HOMO-1,
was complementary to the HOMO. While 29g and h showed the metal centered
orbital in plain with the two dppe ligands like the HOMO of 29a-f the HOMO-1 level
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of those compounds showed the type of metal-ligand interaction from the higher
energy orbitals of 29 g and h. Even though the basic structure aligns with the ones
mentioned above they varied in the strength of metal-ligand-interaction. While at
0.07 e-/au3 29g and h showed no interaction between the metal center and the
ligand any more 29a through e still possessed shared electron density between
the aryl isocyanide and the molybdenum atom. The pictures shown in Figures A513 to A5-18 also exhibited the difference in the strength of the respective
interaction. The obtained results agreed with the expected trend as the most
withdrawing substituent, the nitro-group present in 29a, caused the strongest
metal-ligand interaction which gradually decreased until there was no connection
any more in complex 29e. While the metal-isocyanide interaction changed
drastically over the series, the loss of interaction between metal and ligand in
complex 29a occurred at 0.077 e-/au3 in complex 29h this happened at
0.058 e-/au3. The same effect to a lesser extend could be observed in HOMO-2
where the difference between the two is 0.008 e-/au3. Even though the interaction
between the molybdenum center and the aryl isocyanide changed significantly the
one to the nitrogen molecule was barely affected. In the HOMO-1 level the
difference between 29a and 29h is 0.007 e-/au3, while on the HOMO-2 level the
strength of the interaction remains unchanged.
Another way to indicate the change in metal-ligand interaction is the bond
distance. The results can be seen in Table 5-1. The increased Mo-C-electron
density caused the bond length to increase by 0.04 Å while the Mo-N-bond is
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elongated by 0.03 Å. This could be explained by the so-called trans-influence or
thermodynamic trans-effect. According to this theory when ligand becomes a
stronger σ-donor and/or π-acceptor it destabilizes the interaction between the
metal center and a ligand in trans-position relative to it, causing a change in the
equilibrium structure like bond elongation or lowering of the IR-stretching
frequency. As mentioned earlier in difference to the analysis of complexes 107a-h
where an electron-deficient metal was investigated analyzing the donor/acceptor
ratio of the aryl isocyanide the metal fragment employed in this discussion is
electron-rich therefore focusing on the π-acidity of the ligand. The values shown
in the table indicated that the π-acceptor capability of the ligand increased when a
more withdrawing substituent was present. As the nitrogen molecule in transposition to it competes for the same orbital a stronger interaction with the
isocyanide causes a weaker one with the coordinated nitrogen causing bond
elongation. Along with the change in the interaction between the metal center and
the coordinated atoms the structure within the ligand changes as well. Due to the
fact that π-acidity is the limiting property in this experiment a stronger metal-ligand
interaction causes an elongation of bonds within the ligand. Overall, even though
the bond lengths obtained from the molecular simulation follow the expected trend
where in increase in withdrawing capability of the para-substituent caused an
increase in π-acidity. The obtained differences were too small to determine a
significant change without the confirmation through experimental data.
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Compound

C-N-C-bond

Mo-N-bond

Mo-CN-bond

angle [°]

length [Å]

length [Å]

29a

164.0

2.12

1.98

29b

163.6

2.11

1.99

29c

165.0

2.11

2.00

29d

163.0

2.11

2.00

29e

164.7

2.10

2.01

29f

166.5

2.10

2.01

29g

171.7

2.09

2.01

29h

168.0

2.09

2.02

Table 5- 1: Selected bond lengths and angles of compounds 28a-h
Another result of this donation into a π*-orbital is the change in the C-N-Cbond angle. As the ligand became more acidic the increased electron density in
those orbitals caused the bond angle to be reduced from 168.4° in compound 29h
to 163.3° in the case of 29a. This small bond angle can often be found for alkyl
isocyanides coordinated to electron rich metals like nickel(0) or iron(0).24-26 Aryl
isocyanides usually are capable of delocalizing the electron density throughout the
aromatic system thereby avoiding those unusual geometries. One of the few
examples was reported by Bennett et al. for W(dppe)2(RNC)2 where complexes
carrying a strongly withdrawing para-substituent showed C-N-C angles between
120° and 125°. Along with this comes a change in the IR-stretching frequency
which could also be used to determine the extent of the metal-ligand interaction.
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As the synthesis of the nitrogen compound has proven to be complicated
another known fragment was used to determine whether it is a viable alternative
to the dinitrogen compound. Complex 111 was first described by Uchida et al. in
and is obtained through the reaction of 27 with DMF since its first description it was
used for a multitude of complexes including amides, nitriles and amines.5
Therefore, the solvent molecule was substituted for the incoming ligand. The
carbonyl ligand should as a stronger π-acceptor also help to stabilize the metal
center facilitating the synthesis. The results can be seen in Figures A5-25 to A548. The obtained LUMO-structures were in agreement with the ones obtained for
compounds 107a-h and 29a-h. They are centered on the ligand and resemble the
structure of the ligand LUMO with little electron density on the metal center. At the
same time the carbonyl ligand in trans-position stayed unchanged.
The first major difference between complexes 29a-h and 112a-h. The
HOMO of the respective complexes can be seen in Figures A5-25 to A5-30. While
in case of the nitrogen containing complexes, this level contained an interaction
between the molybdenum center and the isocyanide ligand for the two most
donating para-substituents, 29g and 29h, which could be explained by a lack of
stabilization through metal-ligand interaction all complexes bearing the carbonyl
ligand showed the same metal centered structure. The electron density found in
those orbitals appeared to be unchanged thereby indicating that an analysis via
cyclic voltammetry might indicate very little difference in the overall electron density
on the metal center.
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A more interesting look on the interaction between the molybdenum center
and the ligand can be seen in the HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 levels. Like in the case
of compounds 29a-h those 2 orbitals were found to be perpendicular to each other
and indicate a variance in π-acidity which depended on the para-substituent of the
aryl isocyanide. Those changes were reflected in the bond lengths and angles like
for compounds 29a-h. The molybdenum isocyanide bond was elongated by
0.04 Å as the para-substituent became more donating while at the same time the
molybdenum-carbonyl bond is shortened by 0.03 Å. Like in the case of 29a-h this
development could be explained by the trans-influence. As the isocyanide loses
π-acidity the filled metal d-orbital has more electron density left to interact with the
C-O-LUMO. Overall the stronger π-accepting nature of the carbonyl ligand in
comparison to the dinitrogen molecule present in 29a-h also was reflected in the
structure of the molecule. While the high degree of π-backbonding to the
isocyanide caused an untypically short metal-carbon bond of just below 2 Å the
bond lengths observed in 112a-h with 2.04-2.08 Å were within the margin usually
observed. Another fact which indicated the stronger π-acidity of the carbonyl ligand
is the C-N-C-bond angle within the isocyano group. Compounds 29a-h exhibited
bond angles between 164 and 168° which are untypical for aryl isocyanides and
could be explained by strong donation into a C-N-π*-orbital. As the carbonyl ligand
in trans-position withdrew more electron density the resulting bond angle increased
approaching the expected 180° for a sp-hybridized central atom.
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Compound

C-N-C-bond

Mo-CO-bond

Mo-CN-bond

angle [°]

length [Å]

length [Å]

112a

169.4

2.04

2.04

112b

173.2

2.03

2.05

112c

173.8

2.02

2.06

112d

172.8

2.02

2.07

112e

174.0

2.02

2.07

112f

174.0

2.02

2.07

112g

174.1

2.01

2.08

112h

173.5

2.01

2.08

Table 5- 2: Selected bond lengths and angles of compounds 112a-h
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5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Synthesis of the crystal
27 (0.050 g, 52.7µmol) was given into an NMR tube and a solution of 28b
(0.13g, 0.67mmol) in 0.6 mL of toluene was added. The solution was heated up to
100°C for 36 hours. The resulting solution was layered with 1 mL of hexanes and
stored for 24 hours after which the solvents were removed, and the disposed solid
was washed with toluene twice. And recrystallized from 0.6 mL of THF at -20°C
overnight. The precipitate was separated and dried in vacuo. The crystal was
obtained via as a red solid vapor diffusion of hexanes into a solution of the solid in
0.6 mL of benzene at room temperature.
5.3.2 Computational methods
All structures shown were optimized using the Gaussian09 suite while the
molecular orbitals were illustrated using GaussView5. The obtained structures
were geometrically optimized using DFT methods employing the exchange
correlation functions described by Becke, Lee, Yang and Parr (B3LYP). A doubly
split basis set was used. While LANL2DZ was employed for the molybdenum
center the ligand sphere was broken apart into 2 levels. Both axial ligands as well
as the plain containing the dppe unit were simulated using the 6-311G++(2df, 2pd)
basis set the phenyl groups were assigned 3-21G 16-22
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5.4 Conclusion and Outlook
Overall the results obtained through the calculations are complementary to
the ones obtained in Chapter 4. While in the analysis of the pentacarbonyl
complexes 107a-h the donor/acceptor ratio of aryl isocyanides was investigated
Chapter 5 focused on the influence of the substitution pattern on the π-acidity and
the resulting structures. While the para-substituent showed no significant influence
on the donor/acceptor ratio over a wide range the results revealed that the strength
of metal-to-ligand-backbonding followed a different trend. While compounds 107ag showed no significant interaction between the metal center and the isocyanide
ligand along the frontier molecular orbitals 29a-h and 112a-h all showed significant
back donation from the electron-rich metal center into the isocyanide ligand. This
interaction could be altered by introducing a different para-substituent. This change
was reflected not only in the electron density found between metal center and
ligand but also in the structure of the complexes. More acidic ligands caused a
reduction of metal-isocyanide-bond length while at the same time the C-N-C-bond
angle was reduced as a result of π-backbonding. While those results show promise
that the isocyanide can in fact be altered to influence the metal center not every
analytical technique might be suitable to determine this. The calculations revealed
that there is very little influence on the structure of the HOMO indicating that
electrochemical techniques like cyclic voltammetry might not show a significant
change in oxidation potentials as the change in the metal-isocyanide interaction is
balances out but a weakened interaction with the ligand in trans position. Suitable
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techniques should include techniques like IR-spectroscopy or if suitable crystals
were grown X-ray single crystal analysis. Both techniques can give a closer insight
into metal-ligand interaction. While in IR-spectroscopy the metal-ligand stretches
as well as the stretching frequencies of the ligand in trans-position can help to
characterize the isocyanide the crystal structure offers experimental bond lengths
and angles which can be used to confirm or disprove the theoretical results.
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5.5 Appendix

Figure A5- 1: LUMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c (bottom left)
and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 2: LUMO of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g (bottom left)
and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 3: LUMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c (bottom left)
and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 4: LUMO of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g (bottom left)
and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 5: LUMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c (bottom left)
and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 6: LUMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 7: HOMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 8: HOMO of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g (bottom left)
and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 9: HOMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 10: HOMO of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g (bottom left)
and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 11: HOMO of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c (bottom left)
and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 12: HOMO of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g (bottom left)
and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 13: HOMO-1 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 14: HOMO-1 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 15: HOMO-1 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 16: HOMO-1 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 17: HOMO-1 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 18: HOMO-1 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 19: HOMO-2 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 20: HOMO-2 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 21: HOMO-2 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 22: HOMO-2 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 23: HOMO-2 of compounds 28a (top left), 28b (top right), 28c
(bottom left) and 28d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e -/au3
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Figure A5- 24: HOMO-2 of compounds 28e (top left), 28f (top right), 28g
(bottom left) and 28h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 25: LUMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 26: LUMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 27: LUMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 28: LUMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 29: LUMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 30: LUMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 31: HOMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 32: HOMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 33: HOMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 34: HOMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 35: HOMO of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 36: HOMO of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 37: HOMO-1 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 38: HOMO-1 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/Å3
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Figure A5- 39: HOMO-1 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 40: HOMO-1 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 41: HOMO-1 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 42: HOMO-1 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112f
(bottom left) and 112g (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 43: HOMO-2 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 44: HOMO-2 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.05 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 45: HOMO-2 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 46: HOMO-2 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.06 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 47: HOMO-2 of compounds 112a (top left), 112b (top right), 112c
(bottom left) and 112d (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Figure A5- 48: HOMO-2 of compounds 112e (top left), 112f (top right), 112g
(bottom left) and 112h (bottom right) at an electron density of 0.07 e-/au3
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Crystal Structure Report for D8_2634_CR_PF_VD
A specimen of C71H64FMoN3P4, approximate dimensions 0.025 mm x 0.175 mm x
0.201 mm, was used for the X-ray crystallographic analysis. The X-ray intensity
data were measured.
The integration of the data using a triclinic unit cell yielded a total of 73597
reflections to a maximum θ angle of 26.00° (0.81 Å resolution), of which 11295
were independent (average redundancy 6.347, completeness = 99.9%, Rint =
7.54%, Rsig = 4.46%) and 9105 (78.53%) were greater than 2σ(F2). The final cell
constants of a = 11.3158(6) Å, b = 15.6641(9) Å, c = 17.4471(11) Å, α = 97.598(3)°,
β = 92.700(3)°, γ = 104.773(2)°, volume = 2953.5(3) Å3, are based upon the
refinement of the XYZ-centroids of reflections above 20 σ(I). The calculated
minimum and maximum transmission coefficients (based on crystal size) are
0.9293

and

1.0000.

The structure was solved and refined using the Bruker SHELXTL Software
Package, using the space group P -1, with Z = 2 for the formula unit,
C71H64FMoN3P4. The final anisotropic full-matrix least-squares refinement on F2
with 721 variables converged at R1 = 3.54%, for the observed data and wR2 =
7.82% for all data. The goodness-of-fit was 1.022. The largest peak in the final
difference electron density synthesis was 0.410 e-/Å3 and the largest hole was 0.391 e-/Å3 with an RMS deviation of 0.061 e-/Å3. On the basis of the final model,
the calculated density was 1.347 g/cm3 and F(000), 1244 e-.
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Table

1.

Sample

and

crystal

data

for

D8_2634_CR_PF_VD.
Identification code

D8_2634_CR_PF_VD

Chemical formula

C71H64FMoN3P4

Formula weight

1198.07 g/mol

Temperature

140(2) K

Wavelength

0.71073 Å

Crystal size

0.025 x 0.175 x 0.201 mm

Crystal system

triclinic

Space group

P -1

Unit cell dimensions

a = 11.3158(6) Å α = 97.598(3)°
b = 15.6641(9) Å β = 92.700(3)°
c = 17.4471(11) Å γ = 104.773(2)°

Volume

2953.5(3) Å3

Z

2

Density (calculated)

1.347 g/cm3
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Absorption coefficient 0.380 mm-1
F(000)

1244

Table 2. Data collection and structure refinement for
D8_2634_CR_PF_VD.
Theta

range

for
2.36 to 26.00°

data collection
Index ranges

-13<=h<=13, -19<=k<=19, -21<=l<=21

Reflections
73597
collected
Independent
11295 [R(int) = 0.0754]
reflections
Max.

and

min.
1.0000 and 0.9293

transmission
Structure

solution
direct methods

technique
Structure

solution
SHELXT-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)

program
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
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Refinement
SHELXL-2014 (Sheldrick 2014)
program
Function minimized Σ w(Fo2 - Fc2)2
Data / restraints /
11295 / 0 / 721
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
1.022
F2
Δ/σmax

0.002
9105

data; R1 = 0.0354, wR2 =

Final R indices
I>2σ(I)

0.0716
R1 = 0.0553, wR2 =

all data
0.0782
w=1/[σ2(Fo2)+(0.0279P)2+2.0346P]
Weighting scheme
where P=(Fo2+2Fc2)/3
Largest diff. peak
0.410 and -0.391 eÅ-3
and hole
R.M.S.

deviation
0.061 eÅ-3

from mean
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Chapter VI Conclusion and outlook
Overall, it was shown that while aryl isocyanides cannot achieve the πacceptor capacity of the carbonyl depending on the metal center ligand the metal
to ligand interaction can be altered to a certain degree. While the structure of the
frontier orbitals of the free ligand showed little structural difference over a wide
range of para-substituents strongly donating or withdrawing groups could polarize
the LUMO. Regarding the respective orbital energies only the p-nitro substituted
isocyanide showed a significantly lower LUMO energy indicating a higher π-acidity
a constant increase in HOMO energy from p-nitro to p-N,N-dimethylamino could
be observed. This not only indicates a higher σ-basicity but also enables a better
interaction with empty metal d-orbitals.
Regarding the respective molybdenum complexes the results strongly
depend on the electronic nature of the metal center. While an NMR analysis of the
coordinated carbon atoms revealed that there is close to no interaction between
the metal center and the isocyanide ligand cyclic voltammetry and IR-analysis
revealed that the strongly withdrawing N,N-dimethylamino group increased the
electron density on the metal center resulting in a lower first oxidation potential. At
the same time the C-O-stretching frequency of the equatorial carbonyl groups
decreased confirming stronger π-backbonding caused by a higher electron density
on the metal. In difference to that the remaining axial exhibits a stronger C-Obonds as the σ-donation is weakened. Computational studies confirmed the
experimental results. While seven out the eight synthesized complexes did not
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exhibit a significant interaction between the metal center a strongly donating
substituent altered the electronic structure sufficiently to generate a stronger metalligand interaction as it became clear in the HOMO-3-level.
A different picture was revealed when the electron rich complexes of the
type Mo(dppe)2(L)(RNC) (L=N2, CO) were investigated. While experimental data
was limited to a single crystal structure a comparison to the analogue obtained
with the pentacarbonyl functionality showed a significantly shortened Moisocyanide bond indicating a stronger metal-ligand interaction. This result was later
confirmed by molecular orbital simulations. Though the overall effect was smaller
when a carbonyl ligand was in trans-position relative to the isocyanide the trend
remained unchanged. It was shown that while weakly donating and withdrawing
substituents cause no significant changes in metal-ligand interaction. By changing
the para-substituent to strongly withdrawing or donating groups a change in the
meta-ligand-interaction occurred. While the strongly withdrawing trifluoromethyl
and nitro groups show a stronger metal-ligand interaction as it could be seen by
an increase in electron density between the molybdenum center and the aryl
isocyanide. The opposite effect was observed in case of the N, N-dimethylamino
group. The lower electron density within the isonitrile-metal bond indicated the
weaker π-acidity of this ligand. Yet, overall experimental data will be necessary to
confirm those results.
In order to determine the influence of the substitution pattern as well as the
metal center a set of future experiments could be proposed.
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The first set of experiments involves the synthesis of additional
pentacarbonyl complexes where the isocyanide carries a second substituent in
meta-position. As this isonitrile was the only one exhibiting a significant interaction
with the molybdenum pentacarbonyl fragment it is of interest whether this can be
altered by the introduction of a second substituent thereby offering another
possibility to influence the electron density on the metal center. Another point of
interest is the area between the methoxy and N,N-dimethyl amino substituents.
While the difference in Hammett parameter between those two groups is relatively
large the addition of another datapoint could provide a deeper insight into the
development of the molybdenum-isocyanide interaction.
Regarding the analysis of the electron rich Mo(dppe)2(L)(RNC) systems a
focus should be set on the synthesis and characterization of the respective
analogues. As the synthesis of the dinitrogen analogues proved to be challenging
due to its low stability the synthesis of complexes carrying a carbonyl ligand
instead should be more stable and therefore be more accessible. A special focus
should be laid on the relative stereochemistry of the complex. Bennett et al
observed a change from trans to cis positioning of the two isocyano ligands relative
to one another.
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